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ABSTRACT
We show that the isotropic harmonic oscillator in the ordinary euclidean space RN (N ≥ 3)
admits a natural q-deformation into a new quantum mechanical model having a q-deformed sym-
metry (in the sense of quantum groups), SOq(N,R). The q-deformation is the consequence of
replacing RN by RNq (the corresponding quantum space). This provides an example of quantum
mechanics on a noncommutative geometrical space. To reach the goal, we also have to deal with
a sensible definition of integration over RNq , which we use for the definition of the scalar product
of states.
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1. Introduction
The development of Physics has been often characterized by the introduction of some
more general and accurate theory as sort of deformations of already known and accepted
ones. A well-known example is special relativity, which can be viewed as a deformation of
Galileo’s relativity; the velocity of light plays the role of defomation parameter. Another
example is quantum mechanics, which can be seen as a deformation of classical mechanics,
Planck constant being the deformation parameter.
Within the recent increasing interest for quantum groups the question has been raised
[1] whether these fascinating mathematical objects can replace (or generalize) Lie groups
in the description of the fundamental symmetries of physics, since they can be considered
as continuous deformations of Lie groups themselves [2],[3]. One may ask whether the
axioms of quantum mechanics are compatible with a more general description of continuous
symmetries than the usual one, i.e. the one provided by the theory of Lie groups and of their
unitary representations over the Hilbert spaces of physical states; many new possibilities
in this direction seem to be open [4].
In particular it looks tempting to consider deformations of the symmetries of space(time)
[5],[6],[7],[8],[9]; in such a case quantum groups and/or the underlying quantum spaces [3]
replace classical space(time) and represent examples of noncommutative geometries [10].
Such geometries look promising for describing the microscopic structure of spacetime.
In this work we consider a specific finite-dimensional quantum mechanical model with
a symmetry Lie group G and ask whether it admits a q-deformation (q ≡parameter of
deformation) such that the symmetry of the q-deformed model be described by the cor-
responding quantum group Gq. Actually, in the deformation not only we should replace
the Lie group symmetry of the system (i.e. of its hamiltonian) by the quantum group
symmetry, but first we should replace the concept of covariance of physical laws w.r.t. a
Lie group by the concept of their covariance w.r.t. a quantum group.
In fact we are going to build the (time independent) harmonic oscillator on the N -
dimensional real quantum euclidean space (we will call it RNq , and N ≥ 3) as the deforma-
tion of the classical isotropic harmonic oscillator on RN . Correspondingly, the symmetry
group SO(N,R) of rotations is deformed into the quantum group SOq(N,R). The con-
struction of the q-deformed quantum model is performed in “ coordinate representation
”.
As known, there are two dually related ways to look at Lie groups, at the spaces of their
representation, and to q-deform them (see for instance [3]). In the first case one considers
a Lie group G (or its Lie algebra G) and its action on a representation space V ; in this
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case one deforms the universal enveloping algebra U(G) of G and its representations. In
the second case, one considers the Hopf algebra Fun(G) of functions on the group G and
its corepresentations; then deformation involves the latter objects. The present work is
based on the second approach.
It is convenient to recall how one can formulate covariance of the physical description
using the language of coaction and corepresentations; we do this job in the specific case
in which we consider a point particle in ordinary 3-dimensional space R3 and we take the
group of rotations SO(3,R) of R3 as the symmetry group G.
Fun(G) is the commutative algebra of functions on the group G := SO(3,R). The func-
tions can be expressed as power series in the basic variables T ij ∈ Fun(G), i, j = 1, 2, 3,
which are defined by T ij (g) = g
i
j (g ∈ G and ‖gij‖ ∈ adj(G), where adj(G) denotes the ad-
joint representation of G). Any vector V¯ ≡ (V i) provides a fundamental corepresentation
of the (left) coaction φL of Fun(G):
φL(V
i) := T ij
⊗
V j (1.1)
For instance if V¯ = X¯ (X¯ ≡the position operator of the quantum particle in a reference
frame S), then the position operator X¯ ′ of the particle in the frame S′ obtained from S
by a rotation g will be given by
[φL(X
i)](g, ·) := [T ij
⊗
Xj ](g, ·) = T ij (g)X i = gijXj = X
′i. (1.2)
φL is extended as an algebra homomorphism to higher rank corepresentations of Fun(G).
For instance:
φL(X
iXj) := φL(X
i)φL(X
j). (1.3)
This implies for the commutator [X i, Xj]
φL([X
i, Xj]) = T ihT
j
k
⊗
XhXk − T jkT ih
⊗
XkXh. (1.4)
This formula is consistent with the commutation relations
[X i, Xj] = 0, [T ih, T
j
k ] = 0 (1.5)
It is easy to see from formula (1.4) that deformations of the commutation relations (1.5)a
and (1.5)b are strictly coupled; the use of the quantum space R
3
q and of the quantum group
SOq(N,R) lets one perform a consistent q-deformation of both.
To understand the line of development of the present work, let us briefly review the basic
mathematical tools which allow the formulation of classical (i.e. undeformed) quantum
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mechanics in the coordinate representation Π over the N -dimensional space RN . We can
summarize its main ingredients in the following list (with self-evident notation):
• 1) There exists a vector calculus on RN which is covariant w.r.t. the group SO(N,R)
of rotations of RN . x ≡ (xi) ∈ RN is the coordinate vector.
• 2) There exists a (SO(N,R)-covariant) differential calculus D on RN (derivatives ≡
∂i ∈ D).
• 3) There exists an antilinear involutive antihomomorphism defined on the algebra of
functions of x, ∂, the socalled complex conjugation ∗.
• 4) The vectors belonging to the Hilbert space H are represented by
Π : |u >∈ H → ψu(x) ∈ L2(RN )
•5) Relevant operators (observables etc.) are represented in terms of functions of x·, ∂.
Eigenvalue equations are represented by differential equations (at least in a domain dense
in L2(RN ).
•6) scalar products are evaluated by means of Riemann integration,
< u|v >=
∫
dNx ψ∗uψv,
which satisfies Stoke’s theorem and therefore automatically makes the momentum opera-
tors 1
i
∂i hermitean.
•7) The Schroedinger equation for the harmonic oscillator on RN admits an algebraic
solution by means of the creation and destruction operators (which are also represented
using x·, ∂)
To construct the q-deformed model we use a q-deformed version of each of these ingre-
dients. The analogs of points 1), 2), 3) are thoroughly developed in Ref. [3],[11], [12],[13];
the analogs of the remaining points are essentially new. They are constructed here using
some partial results given in Ref. [14]. Using these q-deformed tools, we show that a
sensible q-deformed harmonic oscillator on RNq (with symmetry SOq(N,R)) can be con-
structed. In other words we will show that such a model satisfies the fundamental axioms
of quantum mechanics.
The plan of the work is as follows.
Section 2. is a summary (based essentially on Ref. [3],[11],[14]) of already presented
results concerning the quantum group SOq(N,R), the quantum space R
N
q , the (two)
SOq(N,R)-covariant differential calculi D, D¯ onR
N
q , the (time-independent) Schroedinger
equation of the harmonic oscillator on RNq and its algebraic solution. The Schroedinger
equation is formulated here in terms of the q-deformed laplacians of D, D¯ and it is solved
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using a suitable generalization of the classical creation/destruction operators. The spec-
trum is bounded from below, as physics requires. The eigenfunctions are the “q-deformed”
Hermite functions.
Sections 3.,4. deal with the definition of integration over RNq . Integration is thoroughly
defined using Stoke’s theorem only on some functions of the type polynomial · gaussian;
the latter will be involved in the definition of the scalar products of states of the harmonic
oscillator. To define integration in full generality one should carefully delimit the domain
of functions on which commutation of integration and infinite sums makes sense; this is
out of the scope of this work. In Sect. 3 we analyse the desired requirements that an
honest definition of integration should satisfy; among them Stoke’s theorem plays a special
role. In Sect. 4 and appendix B we carry out the construction of the integral for the
abovementioned relevant fucntions; at the end of that section we comment on a surprising
feature regarding the behaviour of integration under dilatation of the integration variables,
a sort of “quantized” scaling invariance.
In the remaining sections we construct the Hilbert space of the harmonic oscillator. First
a pre-Hilbert space H is introduced by representing the states in two different ways inside
the space Fun(RNq ) (Sect. 5), so as to construct in the simplest possible way hermitean
operators as functions of coordinates and derivatives. The two representations (Π, Π¯) cor-
respond respectively to D, D¯. It is shown that the position/momentum operators and the
hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator are observables, i.e. hermitean operators. In Sect.
6 we find some observables commuting with the hamiltonian, namely the angular momen-
tum components and the square angular momentum, and we determine the spectrum and
eigenfuntions of the latter. With the help of these results we prove (Sect. 7) the positivity
of the scalar product introduced in Sect. 5. This allows the completion of H into a Hilbert
space [H]. Section 8 contains the conclusions of the present work.
In most cases any relation admitting a barred and an unbarred version will be explicitly
written only in the unbarred representation, the barred version being immediately available
after some simple replacements (see Section 2.).
q-deformed harmonic oscillators have already been treated by other authors [15] starting
from a purely algebraic approach, in the sense that creation/destruction operators with
some prescribed commutations relation are postulated from the very beginning without
any reference to a geometrical framework. The deformation considered there concerned the
well-known hidden su(n) symmetries of the harmonic oscillator hamitonians. Here and in
[16], on the contrary, the deformation concerns the rotation symmetry of the space itself:
in other words, a geometrical framework is the starting point and creation/destruction
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operators are constructed out of the deformed “ coordinates ” and “ derivatives ”.
2. Notation and Preliminary results
In Ref. [11] the differential calculus on the N -dimensional (N ≥ 3) real quantum
euclidean space (we will call it RNq in the sequel) was developed along the successful
line already followed in Ref. [7], the guiding principles being essentially Leibniz rule
together with nilpotency for the exterior derivative, and the requirement of covariance
with respect to the quantum group SOq(N,R) for the whole calculus. As noticed by its
authors, the differential calculus explicitly developed there was one of the two possible
(linearly independent) versions; the second one can be obtained from the first by very
simple replacements. Under complex conjugation each of the two calculi is mapped into
the other. In a recent work [13] it is shown that these two calculi generate the same ring,
which we will call Diff(RNq ) in the sequel, namely barred derivatives can be expressed as
some nonlinear (and quite complicated) functions of coordinates and unbarred ones, and
so on. For the line of development of this work we don’t need this result, and we will
essentially treat the two calculi as independent objects.
In this section we first recollect some basic definitions and relations characterizing the
quantum group SOq(N,R), the algebra Fun(R
N
q ) of functions on R
N
q (which is generated
by the noncommuting coordinates x (= {xi}, i = 1, ..., N)), its two differential calculi
(which will be denoted by D,D¯) and the action of the complex conjugation ∗ on all of
them. For further details we refer the reader to [3], [11],[13]. Then we summarize the
results of [14] concerning the Schroedinger equation of the harmonic oscillator on RNq and
its solution.
2.1. The Real Quantum Euclidean Space RNq and its Two Differential Calculi
The real section SOq(N,R) (q ∈ R+) of the quantum group SOq(N) [3] is taken as
the symmetry quantum group of the whole construction. As known, elements of the Hopf
algebra Fun(SOq(N)) (the algebra of “ functions ” on the quantum group SOq(N)) are
formal ordered power series in the generating elements {T ij}, i, j = 1, 2, ..., N . The latter
satisfy the relations
TCT t = 1SOq(N)C = T
tCT (2.1)
Rˆ(T ⊗ T ) = (T ⊗ T )Rˆ. (2.2)
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Here 1SOq(N) is the unit element of Fun(SOq(N)), C = ‖Cij‖ is the metric matrix (which
is its own inverse, C−1 = C), and Rˆ = ‖Rˆijhk‖ is the braid matrix, defined on CN ⊗CN ;
Rˆ is symmetric: RˆT = Rˆ. Both C and Rˆ depend on q and are real for q ∈ R. Rˆ satisfies
the Yang-Baxter equation (in the ” braid ” version)
Rˆ12Rˆ23Rˆ12 = Rˆ23Rˆ12Rˆ23, (2.3)
and admits the very useful decomposition
Rˆq = qPS − q−1PA + q1−NP1 Rˆ−1q = q−1PS − qPA + qN−1P1. (2.4)
PS ,PA,P1 are the projection operators onto the three eigenspaces of Rˆ (the latter have
respectively dimensions N(N+1)2 − 1, N(N−1)2 , 1): they project the tensor product x⊗ x of
the fundamental corepresentation x of SOq(N) into the corresponding irreducible corepre-
sentations (the symmetric, antisymmetric and singlet, namely the q-deformed versions of
the corresponding ones of SO(N)). The projector P1 is related to the metric matrix C by
P ij1 hk = C
ijChk
QN
(the factor QN is defined by QN := C
ijCij). Rˆ
±1, C satisfy the relations
CmiRˆ
±1 ij
hk = Rˆ
∓1 jn
mhCnk (2.5)
As direct consequences of (2.2),(2.3),(2.5), for any polynomial f(t) ∈ C(t) we find
f(Rˆ)(T ⊗ T ) = (T ⊗ T )f(Rˆ), (2.6)
f(Rˆ12)Rˆ23Rˆ12 = Rˆ23Rˆ12f(Rˆ23), (2.7)
[f(Rˆ), P · (C ⊗ C)] = 0 (2.8)
(P is the permutator: P ijhk := δ
i
kδ
j
h); in particular this holds for f(Rˆ) = Rˆ
±1,PA,PS ,P1.
The algebra ONq (in the notation of Ref. [3]) is defined as the space of formal series in
the ordered powers of the {xi} variables, modulo the relations
P ijA hkxhxk = 0. (2.9)
For instance, for N = 3 eq.’s (2.9) amount to the three independent relations
x1x2 − qx2x1 = 0, x2x3 − qx3x2 = 0, x1x3 − x3x1 + (q 12 − q−12 )(x2)2 = 0. (2.10)
For q=1 and any N P ijA hk = 12(δihδjk− δikδjh) so that the xi coordinates become commuting
variables and their order in each monomial doesn’t matter any more (classical geometry).
The exterior derivative d of the differential calculus D maps the space Λpq(O
N ) of p-forms
into the one Λp+1q (O
N ) of (p+1)-forms, is nilpotent and satisfies Leibniz rule:
d2 = 0, dαp| := (dαp − (−1)pαpd) ∈ Λp+1q , αp ∈ Λpq . (2.11)
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In particular if f ∈ ONq = Λ0q , df | is a 1-form. We denote by ξi := dxi| the exterior
derivatives of the basic coordinates xi; {ξi} is a basis of Λ1q. The decomposition d = ξi∂i
defines the derivatives ∂i corresponding to each coordinate x
i. Indices are raised and
lowered through the metric matrix C, for instance
∂i = Cij∂
j, ∂i = Cij∂j , C
ij := (C−1)ij = Cij (2.12)
Among the ” commutation ” relations between xi’s, ξi’s, ∂i’s we mention the following:
xiξj = qRˆijhkξ
hxk (2.13)
∂ixj = Cij + qRˆ−1 ijhk x
h∂k (2.14)
P ijA hk∂h∂k = 0 (2.15)
Higher degree forms can be defined as wedge products of 1-forms: the wedge products
of the basic 1-forms ξi’s are defined as their tensor products modulo the relations
PS(ξ ⊗ ξ) = 0 P1(ξ ⊗ ξ) = 0. (2.16)
The wedge product is denoted by ∧ as usual. Therefore PS(ξ ∧ ξ) = 0, P1(ξ ∧ ξ) = 0.
The (left) coaction φL : O
N
q → Fun(SOq(N))
⊗
ONq of SOq(N) is defined on the basic
variables xi, ∂i, ξi by
φL ◦ d = (1SOq(N)
⊗
d) ◦ φL
φL : x
i → T ij
⊗
xj , φL : ∂
i → T ij
⊗
∂j , φL : ξ
i → T ij
⊗
ξj (2.17)
and is extended as an homomorphism. The square length xCx := xiCijx
j and the laplacian
∆ := ∂i∂i = ∂
iCij∂
j are central elements respectively in ONq and in the algebra of the ∂
derivatives; they are scalars under the coaction of the quantum group:
φL(xCx) = 1SOq(N)
⊗
(xCx), φL(∆) = 1SOq(N)
⊗
∆. (2.18)
The above relations define the differential calculus D = {d, ξi, ∂i}. The barred calculus
D¯ = {d¯, ξ¯i, ∂¯i} can be obtained from the unbarred one replacing d, ξi, ∂i,∆,Λq, q, Rˆq by
d¯, ξ¯i, ∂¯i, ∆¯, Λ¯q, q
−1, Rˆ−1q . For instance:
∂¯ixj = Cij + q−1Rˆijhkx
h∂¯k (2.19)
Note: in the sequel we will usually omit relations and definitions concerning the barred
calculus/representation. Once and for all, we inform the reader that they can be obtained
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from the ones concerning the unbarred calculus/representation through the above replace-
ments and, more generally, through the replacement O → O¯ for all new objects O that we
are going to introduce in the work.
In Ref. [13] it is shown that all objects of D¯ lie in the ring Diff(RNq ) generated by
D, namely can be expressed as some (nonlinear) functions of the unbarred objects (and
viceversa). In the sequel we will only use the relation
∆¯ = qNGq4∆, (2.20)
where Gq denotes the dilatation operator belonging to this ring with action
Gqf(x, ∂, ∂¯) := f(q
−1
2 x, q
1
2 ∂, q
1
2 ∂¯), (2.21)
whose explicit expression in terms of x, ∂ is not needed here.
If q ∈ R one can introduce an antilinear involutive antihomomorphism ∗:
∗2 = id (AB)∗ = B∗A∗ (2.22)
on Fun(SOq(N)), Diff(R
N
q ). Since the point q = 0 is singular for the Rˆ and C matrices,
in the sequel we will specialize the discussion to the case q ∈ R+. On the basic variables
T ij ∗ is defined by
(T ij )
∗ = CliT lmCjm, (2.23)
whereas it maps xi, ξi, ∂i, d into a combination of xi, ξ¯i, ∂¯i, d¯ respectively, in the following
way
(xi)∗ = xjCji, (ξi)∗ = ξ¯jCji, (∂i)∗ = −q−N ∂¯jCji, d∗ = −d¯. (2.24)
The square lenght turns out to be real, whereas the two laplacians are mapped one into
the other:
(xCx)∗ = xCx (∆)∗ = ∆¯q−2N . (2.25)
Note: The algebra Fun(SOq(N) (resp. O
N
q ), defined by (2.1),(2.2) (resp. (2.9)), q ∈ R,
endowed with ∗ is denoted by Fun(SOq(N,R) (resp. Fun(RNq )) and will be called the “
algebra of functions on the quantum group SOq(N,R) ” (resp. the “ algebra of functions
on the quantum space RNq ”).
We list now some formulae and definition which will useful in the sequel. For any function
f(x) ∈ ONq , ∂if can be expressed in the form
∂if = fˆ i + f˜ ij∂
j fˆ i, f˜ ij ∈ Fun(RNq ) (2.26)
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upon using (2.14) to move step by step the derivatives to the right of each xi variable of
each term of the power expansion of f , as far as the extreme right. Similarly to what has
been done in formula (2.11), we denote fˆ i by ∂if |:
∂if | := ∂if − f˜ ij∂j(= fˆ i). (2.27)
In an analogous way we can define ∂¯if |.
The q-exponential function is introduced by
expq[Z] :=
∞∑
n=0
Zn
(n)q!
, (n)q :=
qn − 1
q − 1 ; (2.28)
for our scopes its usefulness lies essentially in the relation
∂i{expq2 [
α(xCx)
µ
]} = αxiexpq2 [
α(xCx)
µ
] + expq2 [
q2α(xCx)
µ
]∂i (2.29)
which implies ∂iexpq2 [
α(xCx)
µ
]| ∝ xiexpq2 [α(xCx)µ ]. From the definition (2.28) it is easy to
check the following q-derivative property for the exponentials
expq [qZ] − expq [Z]
q − 1 = Z expq[Z] (2.30)
Finally, from (2.14), (2.19) it is easy to derive:
∆xi = µ∂i + q2xi∆ ∂i(xCx) = µxi + q2(xCx)∂i (2.31)
where µ := 1 + q2−N . From (2.31)a it is easy to derive:
∆(xCx)h =
µ3qN+2h−2
q2 − 1 hq2(xCx)
h−1B − µ
2(q2 + 1)
q2 − 1 hq4(xCx)
h−1 + q4h(xCx)h∆; (2.32)
the operator B is defined by
B := 1 +
q2 − 1
µ
xi∂i (2.33)
and satisfies the properties B(xCx) = q2(xCx)B, B∆ = q−2∆B.
2.2. The Schroedinger equation for the harmonic oscillator.
In Ref. [14] we introduced the ” hamiltonians ”
hω :=
1
2
(−qN∆+ ω2xCx) h¯ω := 1
2
(−q−N ∆¯ + ω2(xCx)) (2.34)
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corresponding to the calculi D, D¯. If q = 1 both coincide with the hamiltonian of the
classical harmonic isotropic oscillator on RN . The eigenvalues of hω, h¯ω coincide and
h∗ω = h¯ω. (2.35)
The eigenvalues {En}n=1,2,.. are given by
En = ω(q
N
2
−1 + q1−
N
2 )[
N
2
+ n]q n ≥ 0; (2.36)
the corresponding nth level eigenfunctions are combinations of the “ q-deformed Hermite
functions ” ψ
inin−1...i1
n , ψ¯
inin−1...i1
n
hωψ
inin−1...i1
n = Enψ
inin−1...i1
n ψ
inin−1...i1
n := a
in+
n a
in−1+
n−1 ...a
i1+
1 ψ0
h¯ωψ¯
inin−1...i1
n = Enψ¯
inin−1...i1
n ψ¯
inin−1...i1
n := a¯
in+
n a¯
in−1+
n−1 ...a¯
i1+
1 ψ¯0, (2.37)
where the indices ij , j = 1, ..., n, belong to {1, 2, ..., N}. Here ψ0, ψ¯0 denote the ground
state eigenfunctions
ψ0 := expq2 [−q
−NωxCx
µ
] ψ¯0 := expq−2 [−
qNωxCx
µ¯
], (2.38)
and
ai+h := bh(q)(x
i− q
2−h
ω
∂i)Gq a¯
i+
h := bh(q
−1)(xi − q
h−2
ω
∂¯i)Gq−1 i = 1, 2, ..., N
(2.39)
are the ” creation ” operators at level h in the unbarred and barred scheme respectively.
The operator Gq was defined in (2.21) and
[n]q :=
qn − q−n
q − q−1 (2.40)
are the q-deformed integers: [n]q
q→1
−→ n. At this stage we are free to fix the coefficients
bh(q) as we wish.
The operators
aih := dh(q)(x
i +
qh+N
ω
∂i)Gq a¯
i
h := dh(q
−1)(xi +
q−h−N
ω
∂i)Gq−1 (2.41)
are destruction operators (at level h − 2), since aihψh−1, a¯ihψh−1 are eigenvectors of level
(h − 2). Again, at this stage we are free to fix the coefficients dn as we wish. In section
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5 we will fix bn, dn so as to build in the simplest way well-defined position/momentum
observables.
As noticed in Ref. [14], the spectrum is bounded from below and increasing with n for
any q ∈ R+. Energy levels are invariant under the replacement q → q−1 and have the
same degeneracy as in the classical case. They are not equidistant as in the classical case
(q = 1) and the difference between neighbouring energy levels diverges with n.
In the classical case any function of the type P (x)exp[−ω(xCx)2 ] (P (x) being a polynomial)
can be expressed as a combination of particular functions of this type, the well-known
Hermite functions with characteristic constant ω. Moreover, any eigenfunction of the
corresponding harmonic oscillator hamiltonian is a combination of Hermite functions of
one (and the same) level. Quite similar results hold also in the q-deformed case. The
formulation of these results is however slightly technical; the reader who is not interested
in details can skip the rest of this section without relevant consequences for the general
understanding.
According to the notation introduced in [14], let
Pn(x) := a polynomial in x containing only powers of degree p = n(mod 2). (2.42)
Using the q-derivative property (2.30) one checks that a function of the type polynomial ·
gaussian can be expressed in infinitely many equivalent ways:
Pn(x)expq2[−ωq
−N−m(xCx)
µ
] =
≡ Pn+2h(x)expq2 [−ωq
−N−m−2h(xCx)
µ
], h ≥ 0. (2.43)
Having defined the spaces Ψn, Vn, V and S by
Ψn := SpanC{ψn ′s of formula (2.37)} (2.44)
Vn := SpanC{Pn(x)expq2 [−ωq
−n−N (xCx)
µ
]}. (2.45)
V :=
∞∑
n=0
Vn (2.46)
and
S := SpanC{eigenfunctions ψ of hω of the form ψ = P (x)expq2[−α(xCx)
µ
], (2.47)
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then one can prove
Proposition 2.1:
V = S =
∞⊕
n=0
Ψn. (2.48)
This equality has the following
Corollary 2.2: No eigenfunctions of hω other than the ones belonging to the Ψn’s can be
found in V = S. Correspondingly, no eigenvalues other than En’s n = 1, 2, ....
For the proof [14] of statement (2.48) one makes essential use of relation (2.43) and of
the property
P ijA hkah+n ak+n−1 = 0 (2.49)
and proves the
Lemma 2.3
Vn =
⊕
0≤h≤n
2
Ψn−2h; dim(Ψn) = dim(Mn) =
(
N + n− 1
N − 1
)
, n ∈ N. (2.50)
Here
Mn := SpanC{xi1xi2 ...xin , ih = 1, 2, ...N}. (2.51)
Note that V =
∞⊕
n=0
Ψn. V can be split into subspaces V
+, V − of opposite parity:
V + :=
∞⊕
h=0
Ψ2h V
− :=
∞⊕
h=0
Ψ2h+1, ⇒ V = V + ⊕ V − (2.52)
3. Integration: formal requirements
In Ref. [7] the authors propose a definition of integration over the quantum hyperplane
essentially based on the requirements of linearity and of validity of Stoke’s theorem (of
course in such an approach the latter is no more a “ theorem ”). Denoting by < f >,∫
ωn respectively the integral of a function f and of an n-form ωn over the n-dimensional
hyperplane (as usual they are related by definition by the identity < f >:=
∫
dV f , where
dV denotes the volume form), Stoke’s theorem takes respectively the forms
< ∂if | >= 0 i = 1, 2, ..., n,
∫
dωn−1| = 0; (3.1)
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∂if | denotes the (total derivative) function which was introduced in formula (2.27). In the
classical case, if f = Pn(x)exp[−a|x|2] (Pn denotes a polynomial of degree n in x and |x|2
the square lenght), then
∂iPn(x)exp[−a|x|2]| = Pn−1(x)exp[−a|x|2] + Pn+1exp[−a|x|2]; (3.2)
relations (3.1), (3.2) imply
< Pn−1(x)exp[−a|x|2] > + < Pn+1exp[−a|x|2] >= 0. (3.3)
Relation (3.3) allows to recursively define the integral < f > (for any function f of the
same kind) in terms of < exp[−a|x|2] > (which fixes the normalization of the integration).
The same holds in the q-deformed case, provided one has defined the generalization of the
exponential (the socalled q-exponential).
The integration over the hyperplane defined according to (3.1), (3.2) has the following
properties: a) it is continuous in q; b) it is covariant w.r.t. GLq(n) (in the sense that will
defined below); c) it coincides with the classical Riemann integral for q=1 (by a suitable
choice of the normalization factor); d) it satisfies the reality condition
< f >∗=< f∗ > (3.4)
for any q (∈ R+); therefore: d) the positivity condition,
< f∗f >≥ 0, < f∗f >= 0⇔ f = 0, (3.5)
holds, at least in a (f -dependent) neighbourhood of q=1, since it holds for q=1. If there
exists a neighbourhood U ⊂ R+ of q=1 such that positivity holds ∀q ∈ U , in this neigh-
bourhood a scalar product can be introduced through the definition
(f, g) :=< f∗g >, (3.6)
and one can convert into a Hilbert space a suitable subspace of the algebra of functions on
the quantum hyperplane.
In the case of the real quantum euclidean space the situation seems complicated by the
fact that there exist two sets of linearly independent derivatives belonging respectively to
the differential calculi D, D¯, hence potentially two kinds of integrations < >,≪ ≫ and
two versions of Stoke’s theorem:
< ∂if | >= 0 i = 1, 2, ..., N ;
∫
dωn−1| = 0
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≪ ∂¯if | ≫= 0 i = 1, 2, ..., N ;
∫¯
d¯ω¯n−1| = 0. (3.7)
At first sight the reality condition (3.4) for each of the two integrations < >,≪ ≫ seems
no more guaranteed by Stoke’s theorems (3.7) because ∗ maps derivatives ∂ ∈ D into
derivatives ∂¯ ∈ D¯ (and viceversa). Quite surprisingly, in next section we will see that the
two integrations coincide; therefore relation (3.4) holds.
For the moment we keep < > and ≪ ≫ distinct. We list the requirements that these
integrations should satisfy and show that they are compatible with each other. In next
section one of these requirements, Stoke’s theorem, will be used to recursively define the
integrations. Through the relation
< f >=
∫
dV f (3.8)
statements regarding integral of functions can be translated into ones regarding integrals
of N -forms, and viceversa, so usually they will be written only in one of the two versions.
We would like an integration < > to be defined on a not too poor subspace V of
Fun(RNq ) and to satisfy:
1) linearity;
2) covariance;
3) continuity in q and correspondence principle for q → 1;
4) reality;
5) positivity.
Of course linearity means
< αf + βg >= α < f > +β < g >, α, β ∈ C f, g ∈ V (3.9)
and one has to check that if f vanishes because of relations (2.9), then so does < f >, in
other terms
f(x) = AijP ijA hkxhxk · g(x) ⇒ < f >= 0. (3.10)
By covariance we mean
1SOq(N) < f >= (idSOq(N)
⊗
< >) ◦ φL(f), (3.11)
where 1SOq(N) and idSOq(N) denote respectively the unit element and the identity oper-
ator on Fun(SOq(N,R)), and φL is the left coaction of SOq(N,R) on Fun(R
N
q ). More
explicitly, if f i1i2...ik := xi1xi2 ...xikg(xCx), then covariance means
1SOq(N) < f
i1i2...ik >= T i1j1 T
i2
j2
...T ikjk < f
j1j2...jk >, (3.12)
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in other words the numbers < f i1i2...ik >, ij = 1, 2, ..., N , are the components of an
” isotropic ” tensor; in the classical case relation (3.12) corresponds to the well-known
property of tensors such as∫
dNx g(|x|2)xi = 0,
∫
dNx g(|x|2)xixj ∝ δij ,
∫
dNx g(|x|2)xixjxkxl ∝ (δijδkl + δikδjl + δilδjk), ... (3.13)
namely the property that the latter are invariant under an orthogonal transformation of the
coordinates xi → x′i := gijxj . The simplest nontrivial example of a tensor satisfying (3.12)
is for k = 2, < f ij >∝ Cij . In general tensors satisfying (3.12) involve matrix products
among Rˆ-matrices (or, equivalently, Rˆ−1-matrices) and contractions with metric matrices
C: the former reorder indices by means of the RTT relations (2.2), whereas the latter
transform a couple of neighbouring T -matrices into a commuting number (see relation
(2.1)). Therefore an integral < xi1 ...xikg(xCx) > should be factorizable as a product
< xi1 ...xikg(xCx) >= Si1...ikαg, (3.14)
and Si1...ik = 0 for k odd; the g-dependence of the RHS of (3.14) is concentrated in the
constant αg, which essentially is a (yet unspecified) integral along the “ radial ” direction.
Explicit solutions Si1...ik , S¯i1...ik satisfying (3.12) will be found in setion 4.
Point 3) means that we require a q-deformed integral to reduce to a classical one (with
some integration measure ρ(x)dNx) when q=1. Maybe it is timely to recall the fact that
the xi coordinates are not real (even for q=1), but are complex combinations of the usual
real cartesian coordinates; the latter can be used to perform the integral when q=1.
The reality and positivity conditions 4), 5) in the form (3.4),(3.5) or in some other form
should guarantee that the definition (3.6) or what takes its place introduces an honest
scalar product ( , ) in a suitable subspace V of Fun(RNq )
(f, g)∗ = (g, f); (f, f) ≥ 0, (f, f) = 0⇔ f = 0 f, g ∈ V, (3.15)
to convert this subspace into a Hilbert space.
To the five previous points we add a requirement characterizing the specific problem we
are dealing with here, namely that the hamiltonian (or the position/momentum operators)
of the harmonic oscillator be hermitean operators w.r.t. ( , ). As it will be clear in the
sequel, we are led to ask for the validity of
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6) Stoke’s theorem
in the form (3.7). We will see that, as in the classical case, point 6) involves a definite
choice of the ” radial ” part of the integration (whereas the latter is left unspecified by
2) alone). As already noticed, Stoke’s theorem is a formidable tool to define (up to a
normalization factor) the corresponding integration.
Now we briefly discuss compatibility of requirements 1) - 6).
It is straightforward to check that linearity is compatible with covariance because of
property (2.6) (where we take f(Rˆ) = PA). Requirement 3) is obviously compatible with
1),2) since classical integration is linear and there exist SO(N,R)-invariant integration
measures. It is straightforward to prove that reality (3.4) is compatible with linearity
(because of relation (2.6), where again we take f(Rˆ) = PA), with covariance (apply ∗
to eq. (3.12) and use definitions (2.23),(2.24)) and with the correspondence principle
(classical real integrations satisfy the reality condition). Positivity in the form (3.5) is
clearly compatible with requirements 1),3) and with reality (3.4). At this stage is not easy
to understand if it is compatible with covariance. Using the results which will be presented
in Sect.’s 6.,7. one could prove that this is the case. The question is not strictly relevant
for the solution of problem (3.15) in the specific case of the harmonic oscillator, since the
scalar product ( , ) that we are going to introduce in Sect. 5 is not of the form (3.6). In
fact, we will prove that the scalar product introduced there is positive definite.
Let us analyze now the compatibility of Stoke’s theorems (3.7) with points 1) - 5). It is
straightforward to check that both (3.7)a and (3.7)b are compatible with linearity: in fact
this compatibility is reduced to the consistency of both differential calculi D, D¯ with the
q-space relations (2.9) and the commutation relations (2.13). Similarly, the compatibility
with covariance is guaranteed by the fact that the exterior derivative commutes with
the coaction (see formula (2.17)a). As for the correspondence principle, compatibility is
ensured by the fact that in the limit q → 1 both D and D¯ go to the classical differential
calculus, and Riemann integration (on smooth functions) satisfies Stoke’s theorem. In
order to show that Stoke’s theorems are compatible with reality in the form (3.4), we first
show that
Proposition 3.1: the integrations < >,≪ ≫ satisfying Stoke’s theorems (3.7)a and
(3.7)b are compatible with reality in the form
< f >∗=≪ f∗ ≫, (3.16)
Then compatibility with reality in the form (3.4) will follow from the equality< >=≪ ≫,
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which we will prove in next section.
Proof : Let us consider the spaces of formal relations
F = SpanC{∂if − ∂if | − f ij∂j = 0, i, j = 1, .., N f ∈ V} (3.17)
F¯ := SpanC{∂¯if − ∂¯if | − f¯ ij ∂¯j = 0, i, j = 1, .., N f ∈ V}, (3.18)
where: 1) ∂if |, f ij , ∂¯if |, f¯ ij are the functions introduced in formula (2.27); 2) V is some
subspace of Fun(RNq ) closed under complex conjugation and containing also the functions
∂if |, f ij , ∂¯if |, f¯ ij for any f ∈ V. In the classical case the space Vcl of functions of the type
P (x)exp[−a|x|2] (P being a polynomial) is an example of such a subspace V, and we will
see that an analogous space will be available in the q-deformed case, too. Under these
assumptions it is immediate to recognize that the two sets (3.17),(3.18) are mapped into
each other by ∗, since ∗ : D → D¯ and ∗ : D¯ → D. In other terms F∗ = F¯ . If we define
subspaces A, A¯ ⊂ V as the linear spans of functions ∂if | and ∂¯if | respectively, the previous
remark implies
A∗ = A¯ (3.19)
For each a ∈ A let a¯ ∈ A¯ be the function such that a∗ = a¯. Stoke’s theorems respectively
imply
(3.7)a ⇒ < a >= 0 =< a >∗ ∀a ∈ A (3.20)
(3.7)b ⇒ ≪ a¯≫= 0 =≪ a¯≫∗ ∀a¯ ∈ A¯, (3.21)
hence reality in both forms (3.4) and (3.16) is trivially satisfied for the integrals < a >,
≪ a¯ ≫. If q=1 and we take V = Vcl one easily realizes that any f ∈ V can be expressed
in the form
f = a+ cff0, a ∈ A, cf ∈ C (3.22)
(as anticipated at the beginning of this section), where f0 is defined by f0 := exp[−a|x|2].
Consequently
< f >= cf < f0 > . (3.23)
For self-evident reasons we call f0 the reference function of the integral. In next sections we
will see that a similar situation occurs also in the q-deformed case, for instance by taking
V = V (V was defined in Sect. 2.) and f0 := expq2 [−a (xCx)µ ]. In any case f0 should be
a real function not belonging to A and should go to a smooth rapidly decreasing classical
function in the limit q → 1. Taking the complex conjugate of eq. (3.22) we get
f∗ = a¯+ c∗ff0, a¯ ∈ A¯, cf ∈ C, (3.24)
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which implies
≪ f∗ ≫= c∗f ≪ f0 ≫ (3.25)
We are still free to fix < f0 >,≪ f0 ≫ as we like. If we impose the reality condition in the
form (3.16) on the reference function we see that it is transfered to all functions belonging
to V, as claimed ♦.
Since f∗0 = f0, the reality condition (3.16) on the reference function reads < f0 >=≪
f0 ≫∗. In the sequel we will take < f0 >∈ R+.
Finally the compatibility of Stoke’s theorem with the positivity condition in the form
(3.5) is left as an open question, but again is not relevant for our specific problem; whereas
we will see in Sect. 7 that the scalar product in the Hilbert space of the harmonic oscillator,
defined using the integral < >, is positive defined.
4. Integration: construction
In this section we use Stoke’s theorem (in its two versions (3.7)) as a tool for constructing
the integrations. The systematic enforcement of Stoke’s theorems generates a set of formal
relations between integrals of different functions. We determine these relations in two
steps. First, we find out the isotropic tensors Si1...ik , S¯i1...ik : hence, according to (3.14)
, the integrals < f >, ≪ f ≫ of a non scalar function f will be expressed in terms of
integrals of a scalar one. Due to the fact that Si1...ik , S¯i1...ik turn out to be proportional,
the two integrations coincide. Second, we determine the equations relating integrals of
different scalar functions; in this way we will be able to express integrals of scalar functions
in terms of the integral < f0 > of a particular one, what we call the reference function
f0. < f0 > is a normalization constant and can be fixed quite arbitrarily (see the end of
the preceding section). So to say, the second step amounts to integration over the radial
coordinate. As an example we will explicitly consider in this section the reference function
f0 = expq2 [
−αxCx
µ
]; in section 5. we will take an other reference function which is conceived
for defining the scalar products of states of the harmonic oscillator. In this way one can
define the integrals for infinitely many independent functions {fi}i∈N and therefore for
finite combinations of them. This is enough for the scopes of this work, since it will enable
us to define a positive definite scalar product inside the span of states of the harmonic
oscillator (see section 5.); then the completion of this pre-Hilbert space will be done w.r.t.
the corresponding norm. Nevertheless, to further enlarge the domain of definition of the
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integrals one could consider functions admitting series expansions in the {fi}, and we will
briefly address this problem at the end of this section.
The preliminary discussion of the previous section has shown that the two basic in-
tegrations < >, ≪ ≫ are linear, covariant and coincide with the classical Riemann
integration for q=1. Therefore the explicit recursive application of the two Stoke’s theo-
rems will determine (up to a factor) isotropic tensors Si1...ik , S¯i1...ik (see (3.12)). As we
are going to see, up to a factor these tensors coincide and do not depend on the choice of
the function g(xCx) in formula (3.14). The relevant results of this section are summarized
in Propositions 4.1, 4.2, 4.3.
The choice g = expq2 [
−αxCx
µ
] (or, alternatively, we could take g = expq−2 [
−αxCx
µ¯
]) is
particularly convenient for this goal. Using relation (2.29) we find
∂i1xi2 ...xikexpq2 [
−αxCx
µ
]| =
= −αxi1xi2 ...xikexpq2 [−αxCx
µ
] + expq2 [
−q2αxCx
µ
]∂i1xi2 ...xik | =
= −αxi1xi2 ...xikexpq2 [−αxCx
µ
] + expq2 [
−q2αxCx
µ
]M i1...ikk,j3...jkx
j3 ...xjk (4.1)
where the tensors M i1...ikk,j3...jk , N
i1...ik
k,j1...jk
are introduced by the defining relation
∂i1xi2 ...xik =:M i1...ikk,j3...jkx
j3 ...xjk +N i1...ikk,j1...jkx
j1 ...xjk−1∂jk (4.2)
Taking the integral < > of (4.1) and applying Stoke’s theorem we find
< xi1 ...xikexpq2 [−αxCx
µ
] >=
1
α
M i1...ikk,j3...jk < x
j3 ...xjkexpq2 [−q
2αxCx
µ
] > (4.3)
Starting from k = 0, 1 and noting that Stoke’s theorem (or, equivalently, covariance) imply
< xiexpq2 [−αxCxµ ] >= 0, we see that the recursive application of relation (4.3) determines
tensors Si1...ikk . The result is summarized in the
Proposition 4.1: the tensors
Si1...ikk := 0 if k is odd (4.4)
S2n :=M2n ·M2(n−1) · ...M2 (4.5)
satisfy the covariance condition (3.12).
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Here we have used the shorthand notation
(M2k ·M2(k−1))i1i2...i2kj5j6...j2k =M i1i2...i2k2k,l3l4...l2kM
l3l4...l2k
2(k−1),j5j6...j2k . (4.6)
As a direct consequence of the proposition and of relation (4.3), the integral (4.3) will
vanish when k is odd and
< xi1xi2 ...xi2nexpq2 [−q
2αxCx
µ
] >∝ Si1i2...i2n2n . (4.7)
Similarly one can determine tensors S¯i1...ikk satisfying the analog of relation (3.12) for the
integration ≪ ≫; to this end we only need to replace ∂,M,N, S, Rˆ± with ∂¯, M¯ , N¯ , S¯, Rˆ∓
in the preceding formulae.
Proposition 4.2:
S¯i1...i2n2n ∝ Si1...i2n2n . (4.8)
Proof : this immediately follows from the very useful formulae
∆nxi1xi2 ...xi2n| = (µ)nnq2 !Si1i2...i2n2n (4.9)
∆¯nxi1xi2 ...xi2n| = (µ¯)nnq−2 !S¯i1i2...i2n2n (4.10)
and from equations (2.20),(2.21). The proof of relations (4.9),(4.10) is by induction and
will be given in appendix A ♦.
Next, it is easy to realize that equation (4.7) can be generalized to
< xi1xi2 ...xi2ng(xCx) >∝ Si1i2...i2n2n . (4.11)
with any function g(xCx). In fact, looking at the power series defining g one immediately
finds that ∂ig(xCx)| = g˜(xCx)xi, with some functions g˜,∈ Fun(RNq ). Then, applying
both sides of (4.2) to g and taking the integral < > we find
0 =< ∂i1xi2 ...xi2ng| >=M i1i2...i2n2n,j3...j2n < xj3 ...xj2ng > +N i1...i2n2n,j1...j2n < xj1 ...xj2n g˜ > .
(4.12)
This result holds for any function g, in particular for the previous choice g = expq2 [
−αxCx
µ
];
by comparison with (4.3), (4.5), we infer the invertibility of the matrices N2n, the relations
N−12n · S2n ∝ S2n (4.13)
and hence the relations
< xi1 ...xi2n g˜ >= cn,gS
i1...i2n
2n , (4.14)
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for any function g˜(xCx). By contracting the free indices i1, i2, ..., i2n with Ci1i2 ,...,Ci2n−1i2n
we reduce the determination of the constant cn,g˜ to the evaluation of the integral of a purely
scalar function. The same arguments can be applied to the integration ≪ ≫. Thus we
are led to the
Proposition 4.3:
< xi1 ...xi2n g˜ >= Si1...i2n2n
< (xCx)ng˜ >
S2n , (4.15)
≪ xi1 ...xi2n g˜ ≫= Si1...i2n2n
≪ (xCx)ng˜ ≫
S2n ; (4.16)
here
S2n := Ci1i2 ...Ci2n−1i2nS i1,i2,...,i2n2n . (4.17)
Using formulae (2.32),(4.9) it is easy to show that the costant S2n is positive for any
q ∈ R+.
Let us analyze the “ radial ” dependence of the two integrals < >, ≪ ≫. We introduce
the operators
B := 1 +
q2 − 1
µ
xi∂i = q
−N (1 +
q2 − 1
µ
∂ixi)
B¯ := 1 +
q−2 − 1
µ¯
xi∂¯i = q
N (1 +
q−2 − 1
µ¯
∂¯ixi); (4.18)
it is straightforward to check that B(xCx) = q2(xCx)B, B¯(xCx) = q−2(xCx)B¯ and
therefore
Bf(xCx) = f(q2xCx)B, B¯f(xCx) = f(q−2xCx)B¯, (4.19)
for any f ∈ Oq(N) depending only on (xCx); hence
q−N (f+
q2 − 1
µ
∂ixif |) = f(q2xCx), qN (f+ q
−2 − 1
µ¯
∂¯ixif |) = f(q−2xCx). (4.20)
By taking the integrals < >,≪ ≫ respectively of (4.20)a, (4.20)b and by applying Stoke’s
theorems (3.7) we find the formal relations
< f(q2xCx) > qN =< f(xCx) >, ≪ f(q2xCx)≫ qN =≪ f(xCx)≫ (4.21)
for both integrations. As we will see in a moment, equation (4.21) is sufficient to determine
the integral of any scalar function in terms of that of the reference function f0; if we set
< f0 >=≪ f0 ≫ (∈ R+), this implies the formal relation
< f >=≪ f ≫, (4.22)
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at least for f = f(xCx). But looking back at relations (4.16),(4.8) we realize that previous
equation holds for any f . This concludes the proof of the
Proposition 4.4: the two integrations < >,≪ ≫ (formally) coincide.
Since the integral < f > of any f ∈ Fun(RNq ), if it exists, is reduced to a combinations of
integrals of radial functions by means of relation (4.15), then property (4.21) is generalized
by the
Proposition 4.5:
< f(qx) > qN =< f(x) > . (4.23)
This fundamental relation characterizes the integration defined by means of Stoke’s theo-
rem and will be called ” scaling property ” for reasons which will become clear at the end
of this section.
So far we have not specified the domain of functions f ∈ Fun(RNq ) for which the integral
< f > can be defined. Therefore all the previous relations were purely formal. Now we
pick up a particular reference function f0(xCx). We ask what are the functions f such that
the corresponding integral < f > can be reduced to the one < f0 > by means of iterated
application of Stoke’s theorem and of linearity, and turn out to be finite. Of course we
wish to include in this space of ” integrable ” functions as many f ∈ Fun(RNq ) as possible.
As an example we take f0 = expq2 [−αxCxµ ], α > 0, which for q=1 reduces to a
well known smooth rapidly decreasing classical function, the gaussian. First we consider
functions f of the type f(xCx) = P (xCx)expq2 [−αxCxµ ], P being an arbitrary polynomial.
Using property (4.23) and the q-derivative property (2.30) of the exponential we show the
Proposition 4.6:
< expq2 [−αxCx
µ
](xCx)h >=
(µ
α
)h(
h− 1 + N
2
)
q2
...
(
N
2
)
q2
· q−h(N+h−1)c, (4.24)
where c :=< expq2 [−αxCxµ ] >∈ R+ plays the role of normalization factor.
Proof :
< expq2 [−αxCx
µ
](xCx)k−1 >= qN+2(k−1) < expq2 [−q
2αxCx
µ
](xCx)k−1 >=
= qN+2(k−1) < expq2 [−αxCx
µ
](xCx)k−1 > +
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−α
µ
(q2 − 1)qN+2(k−1) < expq2 [−αxCx
µ
](xCx)k >, (4.25)
whence
< expq2 [−αxCx
µ
](xCx)k >= (
µ
α
)(k − 1 + N
2
)q2q
−N−2(k−1) < expq2 [−αxCx
µ
](xCx)k−1 >;
(4.26)
applying h times formula (4.26) for k = h, h− 1, ..., 1 we find (4.24) ♦.
Relations (4.15), (4.24) allow to define the integration < >, on all functions of the
type f = P (x)f0, where P (x) is an arbitary polynomial in x and f0 := expq2 [−αxCxµ ]. We
could enlarge the domain of definition of the integrations by admitting functions P (x) in
the form of power series P (x) =
∞∑
n=0
∑
i1,i2,...,in
Ai1i2...inx
i1xi2 ...xin such that the series
∞∑
n=0
∑
i1,i2,...,in
Ai1i2...in < x
i1xi2 ...xinf0 > (4.27)
converges; the integral < f > would then be defined as the limit (4.27). A further step
towards the enlargement of the domain of definition of the integrations could be done along
the following lines. In the previous formula we could take P = P (xCx) =
∞∑
n=0
an(xCx)
n
with coefficients an ∈ R and such that < P (xCx)expq2 [−αxCxµ ] >:= c′ is finite. Then
we could define a new reference function by letting f0 := P (xCx)expq2 [−αxCxµ ]: by
means of formulae (4.15), (4.16), (4.21) we should be able to evaluate < P˜ (x)f0 > in
terms of c′ for all polynomials P˜ (x). Thus one could include in the domain of inte-
grable functions also functions f susceptible of a decomposition f = P˜ (x)f0, P˜ (x) =
∞∑
n=0
∑
i1,i2,...,in
Ai1i2...inx
i1xi2 ...xin such that the series (4.27) with this new f0 converges. It
is natural to figure that to the new choice of the reference function there should correspond
an actual enlargement of the domain of integrable functions. This operation could be it-
erated in a sort of continuation of the functional < > so as to enlarge to the maximum
possible size the space of integrable functions. It is out of the scope of this work to face this
problem by analyzing which conditions the coefficients {Ai1i2...in} of an expansion of the
type f = f0
∞∑
n=0
∑
i1,i2,...,in
Ai1i2...inx
i1xi2 ...xin should satisfy in order that f be integrable(1).
We just briefly note that, having defined the integrations < > using Stoke’s theorems
(3.7), one could define a new integration < >ρsatisfying (at least) requirements 1) - 3) of
the preceding section, by setting
< f >ρ:=< f · ρ >; (4.28)
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the ” weight ” ρ should be a real scalar function.
Now let us come back to property (4.23). By its iterative application we find
< f(qnx) > qnN =< f(x) >, n ∈ Z, (4.29)
or, equivalently, in differential form notation
∫
dV qnNf(qnx) =
∫
dV f(x), n ∈ Z. (4.30)
Relation (4.30) states that under the change of integration variables x → ax with a = qn
the integral
∫
is invariant if we let dV transform according to dV → aNdV , namely
according to the law of transformation of dNx. This explains the name ” scaling property
” for relations (4.21),(4.23),(4.29), (4.30). In both the classical and the q-deformed case this
property characterizes the integrals satisfying Stoke’s theorem; for q=1 the latter reduce
to the usual Riemann integral, which has a ” homogeneous ” (i.e. translation invariant)
measure.
One can now ask if the scaling property holds even if the dilatation parameter a /∈
Q := {qn, n ∈ Z}. One can easily check that this is not the case (let for instance
f0 = expq2 [−b(xCx)] and let f = expq2 [−ab(xCx)] be the function which we want to
integrate by choosing f0 as reference function). In other terms, the function
F (a) :=< f(ax) > aN (4.31)
is periodic in the variable b = ln(a) with period ln(q), but is not constant. To be specific,
assume for instance q > 1. If a ∈ R+ is fixed and qn < a < qn+1 the function F fluctuates
around the value F (1) =< f(x) >, the width of the fluctuation being the same ∀n ∈ Z,
therefore also around large a. But if we take the deformation parameter q very close to
1, then Q is, so to say, ” almost dense ” in any interval contained in R+, i.e. a can
be approximated quite well by an element of Q. In other terms, at a macroscopic scale
(i.e. for a ∈ R+ such that | ln(a)ln(q) | ≫ 1) deviations from the classical scaling property
would not be detectable, even though they would be relevant at microscopic ones (i.e. for
a ∈ R+, | ln(a)ln(q) | ∼ 1). This surprising feature might be considered as a very interesting
indication of the occurrence of a dishomogeneity of the observable properties of space when
the usual euclidean commutative space is replaced by the corresponding quantum space.
Let us consider now eq. (4.29) from the dimensional viewpoint. The series expansion
of the function f makes sense only if f(x) is of the form f(x) = g(c0x), where c0 is some
constant with dimension of inverse lenght, [c0] = L
−1 (in the case of the harmonic oscillator
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we can take c0 =
√
ω). For the sake of brevity assume that [g] = 1. Since the volume form
has dimension LN , then [< f(x) >] = [< g(c0x) >] = L
N ; this implies
< f(x) >=< g(c0x) >∝ c−N0 (4.32)
We cannot require property (4.32) to be valid for a scaling c0 → c′0 := αc0 of the funda-
mental constant with an arbitrary α ∈ R+, otherwise the scaling property of the integral
would hold for an arbitrary scaling parameter as well. The scaling is not incompatible
with the “quantized” scaling property (4.29) only if c′0 ∈ Ic0 := {c = qmc0 : m ∈ Z}.
In other words choosing an integration implies a restriction of the admitted values for the
fundamental constants characterizing the system.
5. The Hilbert space of the harmonic oscillator
and the observables Ri, Pj , Hω
In this Section we define the pre-Hilbert space of states of the harmonic oscillator on
RNq and define the observables Hamiltonian, position and momentum. We first generate
the space through the application of creation operators to the ground state, then endow
it with a scalar product which mixes the barred and unbarred representation; the latter is
designed to make differential operators (such as the hamiltonian) hermitean in a straight-
forward way. The second part is technical and may be skipped by the reader without
serious consequences for the general understanding. It starts just after formula (5.20) and
deals with the determination of some coefficients which appear in the definition of the
creation/destruction operators.
We introduce the pre-Hilbert space H of the SOq(N)-symmetric (isotropic) harmonic
oscillator with characteristic constant ω in the following way. Let |0 > be the ground state
with the energy E0 given in formula (2.36). We introduce a direct (Π, V ) and a barred
(Π¯, V¯ ) representation (V, V¯ were defined in Sect. 2) by first assuming
expq2 [−ωq
−N(xCx)
µ
] ∈ V
Π
ր
|0 >∈ H
Π¯
ց
expq−2 [−ωq
N (xCx)
µ¯
] ∈ V¯ .
(5.1)
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Creation and destruction operators A+i, Ai are to be represented respectively by
bn(q)(x
i − q2−n
ω
∂i)Gq ≡ a+in
Π
ր
A+i
Π¯
ց
bn(q
−1)(xi − qn−2
ω
∂¯i)Gq−1 ≡ a¯+in
(5.2)
when acting on states of level (n− 1) (to give states of level n), and by
dn(q)(x
i + q
n+N
ω
∂i)Gq ≡ ain
Π
ր
Ai
Π¯
ց
dn(q
−1)(xi + q
−n−N
ω
∂¯i)Gq−1 ≡ a¯in
(5.3)
when acting on states of level (n− 1) (to give states of level (n− 2)); the operator Gq was
defined in formula (2.21), and the coefficients bn, dn will be fixed below. The space Hn of
states of level n will be introduced as linear span of the vectors
ψ
inin−1...i1
n
Π
ր
|in, in−1, ...i1 >:= A+inA+in−1 ...A+i1 |0 >
Π¯
ց
ψ¯
inin−1...i1
n
. (5.4)
The vector |in, ...i1 > can be assigned the SOq(N,R) transformation law
φl(|in, ...i1 >) = T injn ...T i1j1 ⊗ |jn, ...j1 > (5.5)
since both ψin...i1n and ψ¯
in...i1
n have transformation laws of this kind. Any |un >∈ Hn is an
eigenvector with eigenvalue
En = ω
1
2
(q
N
2
−1 + q1−
N
2 )[
N
2
+ n]q, n ≥ 0 (5.6)
of the hamiltonian Hω, which is represented by
hω =
1
2(−qN∆+ ω2(xCx))
Π
ր
Hω
Π¯
ց
hω =
1
2(−q−N ∆¯ + ω2(xCx));
(5.7)
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H itself is defined as
H :=
∞⊕
n=1
Hn. (5.8)
By the above construction any vector |u >∈ H will be represented both by a vector ψu ∈ V
and by a vector ψ¯u ∈ V¯ :
ψu
Π
ր
|u >
Π¯
ց
ψ¯u.
(5.9)
With reference to the notation of Sect. 2., we know that any function of the type
ψu = Pn(x)expq2[−ωq
−n−N−2mxCx
µ
] belongs to V . From the above construction the cor-
responding ψ¯u := Π¯Π
−1ψu ∈ V¯ will be of the form ψ¯u = P¯n(x)expq−2 [−ωq
+n+N+2mxCx
µ¯
]
where the polynomial P¯n(x) is obtained from Pn(x) by the following steps: 1) writing
Pn(x)expq2 [−ωq
−n−N−2mxCx
µ
] as a combinations of the ψm’s of formula (5.4)a; 2) replacing
ψm’s by ψ¯m’s. If we consider the explicit form of ψm, ψ¯m involving only the coordinates
(without derivatives) the second step amounts to the substitutions q ↔ q−1, Rˆ↔ Rˆ−1; in
particular if the Rˆ, Rˆ−1 matrices are written in terms of the projectors PS ,PA,P1 alone,
then we only need to interchange q with q−1.
We define the scalar product of two vectors |v >, |u >∈ H by the sum of two “ conjugate
” terms:
(u, v) :=< ψ¯∗uψv > + < ψ
∗
uψ¯v > . (5.10)
Indeed ( , ) is manifestly sesquilinear and (using property (3.4))
(v, u)∗ =< ψ¯∗vψu >
∗ + < ψ∗v ψ¯u >
∗=< ψ∗uψ¯v > + < ψ¯
∗
uψv >= (u, v) (5.11)
as required (see relation (3.15)). Relation (5.11) implies that (u, u) ∈ R; its positivity (i.e.
(u, u) ≥ 0 and (u, u) = 0 ⇔ u = 0) ∀q ∈ R+ will be proved in Sect. 7. Here we just note
that it must hold at least in a (|u >-dependent) neighbourhood of q=1, as it holds for q=1
and (u, u) is a continuous function of q.
The abstract definition of the hermitean conjugate T † of an operator T is the usual one
(u, Tv) = (T †u, v). (5.12)
We have chosen for the scalar product the (apparently cumbersome) form (5.11) to make
the operator Hω hermitean. Let us check that this is the case. Using the notation intro-
duced in formula (2.27)
∆f = f ′(x) + fj(x, ∂)∂j =: ∆f |+ fj(x, ∂)∂j, f ∈ Fun(RNq ) (5.13)
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and the relation ∆¯ = q2N∆∗ it is straightforward to show that
(∆f |)∗g := f ′∗g = f∗ · (q−2N ∆¯g|)− ∂j∗f∗j g|. (5.14)
Hence
< ψ∗uh¯ωψ¯v >=< ψ
∗
u(ω
2xCx− q−N ∆¯)ψ¯v| > (5.15)
and
< (hωψu)
∗ψ¯v >= −qN < (∆ψu|)∗ψ¯v > + < ω2xCxψ∗uψ¯v >
= −q−N < ψ∗u∆¯ψ¯v| > + < ω2xCxψ∗uψ¯v > +qN < ∂j∗ψ∗ujψ¯v| >; (5.16)
The last term vanishes because of Stoke’s theorem (3.7) (in fact ∂j∗ are derivatives of ∂¯
type), therefore < ψ∗uh¯ωψ¯v >=< (hωψu)
∗ψ¯v >. Similarly one proves that < ψ¯∗uhωψv >=<
(h¯ωψ¯u)
∗ψv >. Hence we find the
Proposition 5.1: the Hamiltonian Hω is hermitean:
(u,Hωv) = (Hωu, v). (5.17)
As an immediate consequence of the hermiticity of the hamiltonian, if |u >, |v > are two
eigenvectors of Hω with different eigenvalues, then
(u, v) = 0. (5.18)
Looking back at the previous proof we see that in fact a stronger property holds:
n 6= m ⇒ < ψ¯∗nψm >= 0, < ψ∗nψ¯m >= 0 ψp ∈ Ψp, ψ¯p ∈ Ψ¯p (5.19)
(Ψp, Ψ¯p were defined in formula (2.44))
For the evaluation of the scalar products ( , ) it is only necessary to find out integrals
of the type < (xCx)kf(xCx) > with
f = expq−2 [−
ωqN+k+2mxCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
−N−k−2mxCx
µ
], (5.20)
since their tensor structure is already determined by the general knowledge of the tensors
Si1...i2n of Section 4.; these integrals will be determined in Appendix B.
We still have to fix the coefficients bn, dn to complete the definitions (5.2),(5.3) of
Ai, A+i. We determine them imposing two requirements: 1) that creation/destruction
operators are hermitean conjugate of each-other, equation (5.23); 2) that the position
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operators do not contain derivatives, equation (5.34). The final result is shown in equations
(5.36),(5.38). The reader not interested in these computations might simply give a glance
to these formulae. Before starting, we mention two relations which we will use in doing
this job:
< (a¯+in+1a¯
+j
n ψ¯)
∗ψ >= q−1−N
bn+1(q
−1)bn(q−1)
dn(q)dn−1(q)
< ψ¯∗aj
′
n−1a
i′
nψ > Cj′jCi′i (5.21)
< (a+in+1a
+j
n ψ)
∗ψ¯ >= q1+N
bn+1(q)bn(q)
dn(q−1)dn−1(q−1)
< ψ∗a¯j
′
n−1a¯
i′
n ψ¯ > Cj′jCi′i; (5.22)
they can be derived using Stoke’s theorem (3.7) and the scaling property (4.31).
First we require that
(A+i)† = AlCli (Ai)† = A+lCli; (5.23)
using the orthogonality relations (5.18) this requirement reduces to
(A+iun, un+1) = (un, A
lun+1)Cli
(Aiun+1, un) = (un+1, A
+lun)Cli, ∀n ≥ 0, ∀un ∈ Hn, un+1 ∈ Hn+1. (5.24)
Condition (5.24) is equivalent to
{
(A+iA+jum, um+2) = (um, A
kAlum+2)CkjCli ∀m ≥ 0,
(AiAjum+2, um) = (um+2, A
+kA+lum)CkjCli, ∀um ∈ Hm, um+2 ∈ Hm+2
(A+iu0, u1) = (u0, A
lu1)Cli (A
iu1, u0) = (u1, A
+lu0)Cli (5.25)
The implication (5.24) ⇒ (5.25) is trivial. To prove the converse one we just need to
express the vectors |un > as combinations of the vectors (5.4). Writing down conditions
(5.25)a explicitly in terms of bn, dn and using relations (5.21),(5.22), we can check that
these conditions are satisfied if
bm+2(q
−1)bm+1(q−1)
qN+1dm+1(q)dm(q)
< ψ¯∗uma
j′
ma
i′
m+1ψum+2 >=< ψ¯
∗
um
aj
′
m+2a
i′
m+3ψum+2 > ∀q ∈ R+,
(5.26)
and similarly for the conjugate term. According to formula (5.19) we can replace in the
RHS of (5.26) the function aj
′
ma
i′
m+1ψum+2 by the one PΨm [a
j′
ma
i′
m+1ψum+2 ] (PΨm denotes
the projector onto the space Ψm). Using formula (B.9) we can check that
PΨm [a
j′
ma
i′
m+1ψum+2 ] =
30
=
qm+1+N + q−m−1
qm+3+N + q−1−m
qm+N + q−m
qm+2+N + q−m
dm+1(q)dm(q)
dm+3(q)dm+2(q)
aj
′
m+2a
i′
m+3ψum+2 (5.27)
Collecting this information we find that (5.26) and hence (5.25)a are satisfied if
bm+2(q
−1)
dm+3(q)
= qN+1
1 + q2m+4+N
1 + q2m+N
dm+2(q)
bm+1(q−1)
∀m ≥ 0, ∀q ∈ R+. (5.28)
As for conditions (5.25)b, an explicit computation shows that they are satisfied if
d2(q) = b1(q
−1)q−N−
1
2
1 + qN
1 + q2
φ(q) ∀q ∈ R+, (5.29)
where the constant φ(q) is defined in formula (B.8). Solving the recursive equation (5.28)
by taking relation (5.29) as the initial condition, we find
dm+2(q)
bm+1(q−1)
=
[
(1 + q2)q
N
2
φ(1 + q2+N )
](−1)m+1
q
−N−1
2
1 + q2m+N
1 + q2m+2+N
∀q ∈ R+, m ≥ 0. (5.30)
Summing up, relation (5.30) guarantees that equation (5.23) is satisfied.
As a direct consequence of equation (5.23), if fl ∈ C are numbers such that
Cmlf
∗
l = fm, (5.31)
then the operators fl(A
l + A+l), f
l
i
(Al − A+l) are hermitean operators. There exist N
independent solutions f il , i = 1, 2, ..., N of equations (5.31). For instance if N = 3 we can
take
‖f il ‖ =
1
2
∥∥∥∥∥∥
1 0 q
1
2
0 1 0
1
i
0 iq
1
2
∥∥∥∥∥∥ . (5.32)
In general, ,given N solutions f il of (5.31) we define
Ri :=
1√
ω
f il (A
l + A+l) P i :=
1
i
√
ω
f il (A
l −A+l). (5.33)
Additional conditions on the coefficients bn, dn arise if we impose the requirement that the
operators Π(Ri), Π¯(Ri) (acting respectively in V, V¯ ) contain no derivative:
gn(q)f
i
l x
lGq on Ψn
Π
ր
Ri
Π¯
ց
gn(q
−1)f il x
lGq on Ψ¯n
. (5.34)
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Equation (5.34) and the definitions (5.2),(5.3) of Al, A+l imply
dm+1(q) = q
−2m−N bm+1(q), gm(q) =
1 + q−2m−N√
ω
bm+1(q). (5.35)
Relations (5.30), (5.35) determine all the coefficients bn, dn, n ≥ 1, in terms of b1. The
solutions are
dn(q) = q
2−2n−N bn(q), bn(q) =
(1 + qN )q2n−2
1 + q2n−2+N
·
{
b1(q) if n is odd
φ1+q
N+2
1+q2 q
−1
2 b1(q
−1) if n is even
.
(5.36)
Consequently
gn =


1+q−N√
ω
b1(q) ≡ g+ if n is even
(1+qN )(1+q−2−N )
(1+q2)
√
ω
q
3
2φb1(q
−1) ≡ g− if n is odd
(5.37)
We are still free to fix b1. In the sequel we will take
b1(q) =
√
2ω
1 + q−N
⇒ g+ =
√
2, g− = φq
3
2
1 + q−2−N
1 + q2
√
2. (5.38)
The above choice is such that bn(1) =
√
ω
2 = dn(1), so that in the classical limit q = 1
A+i, Ai give the classical creation/ annihilation operators. Let
H+ :=
∞∑
h=0
H2h H− :=
∞∑
h=0
H2h+1 (5.39)
We can summarize formulae (5.34),(5.37) by
g±(q)f il x
lGqψu
Π
ր
Ri|u > if |u >∈ H±
Π¯
ց
g±(q−1)f il x
lGq−1ψ¯u
, (5.40)
where ψu = Π(|u >) ∈ V±, ψ¯u = Π¯(|u >) ∈ V¯±. It is natural to call the observables Ri the
position operators of the system, since they reduce to the ordinary position operators when
q = 1. Because of our requirement (5.34) Π(Ri)Gq−1 , Π¯(R
i)Gq act as pure multiplication
by a combination of coordinates xi. The classical commutation relations [Ri, Rj] = 0 are
replaced by the new ones
P˜ ijA hkRhRk = 0, P˜A := (f ⊗ f)PA(f−1 ⊗ f−1) (5.41)
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Up to a factor there exixts only one quadratic function of the Ri’s which is a scalar and an
observable, R2 := 12R
i(f−1TCf−1)ijRj (notice that the matrix (f−1TCf−1) is hermitean),
therefore we will call it the square lenght. Since the action of Ri flips the parity of a vector,
R2 is represented in the same way on all of H:
φ q
1+N
2 +q−1−
N
2
q+q−1 q
−1−N
2 xCxGq2
Π
ր
R2
Π¯
ց
φ q
1+N
2 +q−1−
N
2
q+q−1 q
1+N
2 xCxGq−2
. (5.42)
According to the definition (5.33) the observable P i will be represented by
1
i
√
ω
bn+1(q)f
i
l [(q
−2n−N − 1)xl + 2 q1−n
ω
∂l]Gqψun
Π
ր
P i|un > if |un >∈ Hn
Π¯
ց
1
i
√
ω
bn+1(q
−1)f il [(q
2n+N − 1)xl + 2 qn−1
ω
∂¯l]Gq−1ψ¯un .
(5.43)
They will be called momentum operators, since they reduce to the ordinary momentum
operators in RN when q = 1. Contrary to the classical case, from formula (5.43) we rec-
ognize that Π(P i)Gq−1 , Π¯(P
i)Gq are not pure derivatives. A straightforward computation
shows that the classical commutation relations [P i, P j] = 0 are replaced by the new ones
P˜ ijA hkP hP k = 0. (5.44)
The reader might ask why we have not defined the position/momentum operators so that
the square lenght and the square momentum be represented in V (resp. in V¯ ) by xCx, qN∆
(resp. xCx, q−N∆¯). The reason is that the operators xCx, qN∆ (resp. xCx, q−N ∆¯) do
not map all of V (resp. V¯ ) into itself (for instance, if ψ0 denotes the ground state in
V , then it is easy to check that (xCx)ψ0 /∈ V ). Therefore the hamiltonian (5.7) cannot
be written as a combination of the square lenght and square momentum. This difficulty
seems difficult to overcome by modifying the hamiltonian and therefore its eigenfunctions
and V itself. For instance, looking for the eigenfunctions of a hamiltonian of the type
q1+
N
2 (ω2xCx − q−2−N∆)Gq2 , which is formally hermitean, one can find that they are
functions belonging to the space F := {f = P (x)exp2q [−ωq
1−N
2 xCx
µ
]}: here, contrary to the
eigenfunctions ψn of hω, the exponent in the gaussian is independent of the degree n of
the polynomial P (x). One immediately realizes that the operator q1+
N
2 xCxGq2 maps F
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out of itself, i.e. it is not a well defined operator in F ; xCx, instead, would be. Therefore
it would be natural to consider the latter as the representative in F of the square lenght.
Similarly, q−1−
N
2 ∆Gq2 is not a well defined operator in F , whereas q
−N∆ is. Thus again
we would see that this new hamiltonian cannot be written as a combination of the square
lenght and of the square momentum.
6. The observables L2, Lm
We look for some other hermitean operators such that they commute with the hamil-
tonian Hω and with each other. To this end in this section we search the analog of the
angular momentum. We will mainly give explicit definitions and relations in the unbarred
representation; the barred ones can be found performing the usual substitutions.
As a primary requirement, the components of the angular momentum should commute
with any scalar function of the coordinates and of the momenta. In the classical case they
are antisymmetrized products of coordinates and derivatives of the type 1
i
(yi∂y
j−yj∂yi) or
their combinations. Therefore we first look at the commutation relations of the operators
Lij := P ijA hkxh∂k = −q−2P ijA hk∂hxk with xCx,∆. Using formula (2.31) we find
LijxCx = q2xCxLij , Lij∆ = q−2∆Lij . (6.1)
It immediately follows that
[Gq2Lij , xCx] = 0 = [Gq2Lij ,∆] (6.2)
Next, it is easy to show that Gq2Lij commutes with any scalar polynomial I (in particular
hω) obtained combining x
i’s and ∂i’s:
[I(x, ∂), Gq2Lij] = 0. (6.3)
Actually any such polynomial can be written as a polynomial in xCx, ∆ alone (see Ap-
pendix C). For this reason, we propose the operators Gq2Lij ’s (and their barred partners)
as candidates to the role of angular momentum components.
By squaring the Lij we obtain the scalar operator L2:
L2 := LijLji = xh∂kP ijA hkxj∂i (6.4)
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To obtain the last expressions in (6.4) we have used the property (2.8) (where we take
f(Rˆ) = PA), and P2A = PA. Of course Gq4L2 commutes with any scalar function I(x, ∂)
and in particular with hω.
We want to find out eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of Gq4L2. From the above property
it is clear that if P (x) is an eigenvector of Gq4L2, then for any function p = p(xCx)
g := P (x)p(xCx) is an eigenvector of Gq4L2 with the same eigenvalue. A little thinking
will convince the reader that, just as in the classical case, after factorizing a possible
function p(xCx) the eigenvectors P (x) of Gq4L2
Gq4L2P (x)| = cP (x) (6.5)
can be written as homogeneous polynomials:
P (x) = p(xCx)Ai1i2...inx
i1xi2 ...xin (6.6)
Actually Gq4L2 is homogeneous in both x, ∂ with the same degree (two), hence it trans-
forms any homogeneous polynomial of degree n into another one of the same degree. Now
we specify the form of the Ai1i2...in coefficients. We are going to prove that just as in the
classical case and up to factors p(xCx) the set of homogeneous polynomials
P l1l2...lnS := P l1l2...lnn,S i1i2...inxi1xi2 ...xin , li = 1, ..., N (6.7)
is a complete set of eigenvectors of degree n of both Gq4L2 and Gq−4L¯2. Here Pn,S is
the q-deformed symmetric projector acting on
⊗n
C (in particular P2,S ≡ PS), whose
properties will be briefly discussed in Appendix D. The main property of these projectors
is that
Pn,SPA i,(i+1) = 0 = Pn,SP1 i,(i+1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 (6.8)
where, for any matrix F defined on C ⊗C we denote by Fi,i+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) the matrix
defined by Fi,i+1 := 1 ⊗ ...1 ⊗ F ⊗ 1 ⊗ ... ⊗ 1 (F at the ith and (i + 1)th place). Since
all the projectors are symmetric, the above properties hold also if we multiply Pn,S by
PA i,(i+1), P1 i,(i+1) from the left. Relations (6.8) imply
Pn,SPS i,(i+1) = Pn,S 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. (6.9)
Let us consider the spaceMn of homogeneous polynomials of degree n (see formula 2.51)
and its two projections
MSn = Pn,SMn M1n = (P1 ⊗ 1n−2)Mn. (6.10)
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Proposition 6.1: Mn can be decomposed into the direct sum
Mn =
⊕
0≤m≤n
2
MSn,n−2m M
S
n,n−2m := (xCx)
mMSn−2m. (6.11)
In other words
1Mn :=
⊕
0≤m≤n
2
(P1 ⊗ ...⊗P1 ⊗ Pn−2m,S) (6.12)
is the identity operator on Mn.
Proof : Let us consider Mk. Because of formula (2.9),(6.8)
Mk =M
S
k ⊕M1k = [Pk,S ⊕ (P1 ⊗ 1k−2)]Mk. (6.13)
By repeated application of formula (6.13) for k = n, n− 2, ... we arrive at the claim ♦.
We can evaluate the dimensions of the spaces MkS in a straightforward way, since we
know the dimension of Ml as a function of l (see formula (2.50)b) and M
1
k is generated by
{xi1 ...xik−2xjk−1xjkP ik−1ik1 jk−1jk}, i.e. by {xi1 ...xik−2(xCx)}:
dim(M1k ) = dim(Mk−2) =
(
N + k − 3
N − 1
)
dim(PSk ) := dim(MSk ) = dim(Mk)− dim(M1k ) = dim(Mk)− dim(Mk−2) (6.14)
Proposition 6.2: MSn are eigenspaces of 2q
2Gq4L2, 2q−2Gq−4L¯2 with the same eigenvalue
l2n =
2
q + q−1
q
N
2
−2 + q2−
N
2
q
N
2
−2 + q1−
N
2
[n]q[N + n− 2]q. (6.15)
Note: we have included in the definition of these operator a factor 2 so that for N = 3 and
q=1 the eigenvalues reduce to the classical ones n(n + 1) of the classical square angular
momentum in three dimensions. Moreover, as the energies En, the eigenvalues (6.15) are
invariant under the transformation q → q−1.
Proof : To reach the goal we first transform L2 into a more suitable form, which explicitly
shows its scalar character. By quite a lenghty calculation one can show that
L2 = αN (q)xi∂i + βN (q)xixj∂j∂i + γN (q)xCx∆ (6.16)
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where
αN (q) :=
(q2−
N
2 + q
N
2
−2)
(q1−
N
2 + q
N
2
−1)
(q1−N − qN−1)
(q−2 − q2) ,
βN (q) :=
q3 + qN−1
µ(q + q−1)
, γN (q) := −(q
5−N + q)(1 + q−N )
µ2(q + q−1)
. (6.17)
Now notice that property (6.9) together with the relations
P ijS hkxh∂k = P ijS hk∂hxk, (6.18)
implies
P a1a2...ann,S b1b2...bnxb1 ...xbi−1∂bixbi+1 ...xbn | = 0. (6.19)
Similarly, upon use of formula (2.31)
P a1a2...ann,S b1b2...bnxb1 ...xbi−1∆xbi ...xbn | = 0 (6.20)
This means that when applying L2 to P l1l2...lnn,S i1i2...inxi1xi2 ...xin we can forget all the terms
(which we will denote by dots) containing powers of ∆ or where the index bi of a derivative
∂bi is contracted with an index of Pn,S . The term with coefficient γN in the RHS of (6.16)
can be ignored, whereas
(xa∂a)x
bi = xbi + q2xbi(xa∂a) + ...
(xaxb∂b∂a)x
bi = (1 + q2)xbi(xa∂a) + q
4xbi(xaxb∂b∂a) + ... (6.21)
By a somewhat lenghty calculation we find
Gq4L2P l1l2...lnS = cnP l1l2...lnS (6.22)
where
cn :=
q−2
q + q−1
q
N
2
−2 + q2−
N
2
q
N
2
−1 + q1−
N
2
[n]q[N + n− 2]q; (6.23)
P l1...lnS (x) are therefore eigenvectors of Gq4L2, with eigenvalues depending only on n. In
the derivation we have used the formula (2.28)b and the relation
n∑
k=1
q2kkq2 = q
2nq2(n+ 1)q2
2q2
, (6.24)
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(the latter can be easily proved iteratively). In the same way we can show that the
eigenvalues c¯n of Gq−4L¯2 are given by c¯n = q4cn. We see that MSn is eigenspace of both
2q2Gq4L2 and 2q−2Gq−4L¯2 with the same eigenvalue l2n given in formula (6.15) ♦.
As a direct consequence of propositions 6.1,6.2 we find the
Corollary 6.3: relation (6.11) provides the decomposition of Mn into the direct sum of
eigenspacesMSn,n−2m of 2q
2Gq4L2 and 2q−2Gq−4L¯2 with eigenvalues l2n−2m,m = 0, 1, ...[n2 ].
Since [hω, Gq4L2] = 0, it is possible to find eigenvectors of hω, Gq4L2 at the same time.
Using again property (6.9) it is quite easy to realize that
[(P1 ⊗ ...⊗ P1 ⊗ Pn−2m,S)ψn]l1...ln ∝
∝ P l2m+1...lnS pn,m(xCx)expq2 [−
ωq−n−NxCx
µ
], (6.25)
(with suitable polynomials pn,m, 0 ≤ m ≤ n2 ), hence these functions are eigenvectors of
2q2Gq4L2 with eigenvalue l2n−2m. The same holds for the analogous combinations of ψ¯’s.
Using the property (2.49) (PA i,i+1ψn = 0) we conclude that 1Mn is the identity operator
in Ψn, Ψ¯n as well. Therefore
Ψn =
⊕
0≤m≤n
2
Ψn,n−2m (resp. Ψ¯n =
⊕
0≤m≤n
2
Ψ¯n,n−2m), (6.26)
where
Ψn,n−2m := (P1⊗...⊗P1⊗Pn−2m,S)Ψn (resp. Ψ¯n,n−2m := (P1⊗...⊗P1⊗Pn−2m,S)Ψn),
(6.27)
is the eigenspace of hω, 2q
2Gq4L2 (resp. of h¯ω, 2q−2Gq−4L¯2) with eigenvalues En, l2n−2m.
The above discussion shows that we are in the right condition to define a square angular
momentum operator L2 in H. We set
2q2Gq4L2
Π
ր
L2
Π¯
ց
2q−2Gq−4L¯2 .
(6.28)
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We introduce the subspaces Hn,n−2m ⊂ H by
Ψn,n−2m
Π
ր
Hn,n−2m
Π¯
ց
Ψ¯n,n−2m .
(6.29)
We summarize the preceding results in the
Proposition 6.4: Hn,n−2m (n ≥ 0, 0 ≤ m ≤ n2 ) is an eigenspace of the operators Hω, L2
defined by (5.7),(6.28) with eigenvalues En, l
2
n−2m (see (5.6),(6.15)) respectively. Moreover
H =
∞⊕
n=0
⊕
0≤m≤n
2
Hn,n−2m. (6.30)
It remains to show that L2 is hermitean. The proof is similar to the one we gave for Hω;
one uses Stoke’s theorem (3.7), the scaling property (4.31) of < > and the relation
L2∗ = q−2N−4L¯2. (6.31)
The latter can be drawn using relation (2.24), and formula (2.8). Explicitly:
(L2u, v) = (u, L2v). (6.32)
The direct consequence of formulae (5.23),(6.32) is that Hn,m are orthogonal subspaces of
H, i.e.
u ∈ Hn,k, v ∈ Hn′,k′ and (n, k) 6= (n′, k′)⇒ (u, v) = 0. (6.33)
The previous proof actually implies a stronger property:
< ψ¯∗n,kψn′,k′ >= 0 =< ψ
∗
n,kψ¯n′,k′ > if (n, k) 6= (n′, k′), (6.34)
where ψp,h ∈ Ψp,h, ψ¯p,h ∈ Ψ¯p,h.
Now we show how to construct the observables “ angular momentum components ”. As
already noted at the beginning of this section, Gq2Lij (respectively Gq−2L¯ij) commutes
with any scalar function I(x, ∂) (respectively I(x, ∂¯)), in particular with hω, Gq4L2 (re-
spectively with hω, Gq−4L¯2). We therefore look for combinations Gq2Lm := mijGq2Lij,
Gq−2L¯m¯ := m¯ijGq−2L¯ij which can be considered as the representatives in V, V¯ of one and
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the same operator in H. To this end they should have the same eigenvalues and there
should exist an isomorphism between the corresponding eigenfunctions.
Consider a function χ(x) which is an eigenvector of Gq2Lm:
Gq2Lmχ| = λχ. (6.35)
Up to a factor f(xCx) χ must be a homogeneous polynomial of the type
χD := Dl1...lkP
l1l2...lk
S , k ≥ 1, Dl1...lk ∈ C, (6.36)
since [gq4L2, Gq2Lm] = 0. Hence equation (6.35) explicitly reads
Gq2mijDl1...lkP l1l2...lkk,S i1i2...ikP
ij
A hkx
h∂kxi1xi2 ...xik | = λχD. (6.37)
Using relations (6.8),(6.9) one can easily show that the RHS can be rewritten in the
following way:
Gq2mijDl1...lkP l1l2...lkk,S i1i2...ikP
ij
A hkx
hkq2C
kj1xi2 ...xik = λχD. (6.38)
On the other hand, using exactly the same relations and arguments one can show that
Gq−2L¯mχD| = q2Gq2LmχD|, hence we conclude that χD is an eigenvector of both q−1Gq−2L¯m
and qGq2Lm with the same eigenvalue. We are led to guess that we can introduce a well
defined operator Lm on H by the definition
qGq2Lm
Π
ր
Lm
Π¯
ց
q−1Gq−2L¯m .
(6.39)
Using the same arguments employed when proving the hermiticity of L2 one can formally
show that Lm is hermitean provided the coefficients mij ’s satisfy the condition
[(C ⊗ C) ·m∗]ij = mji. (6.40)
Under this assumption it follows that inside each subspace Hn,n−2h there exists a complete
set of eigenfunctions of Lm, that its eigenvalues λ are real, and that the eigenfunctions are
of the form
Dl2h+1...ln(P1 ⊗ ...⊗ P1 ⊗ Pn−2h,S)l1l2...lni1i2...in |i1i2...in >∈ Hn,n−2h, (6.41)
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where the coefficients D’s satisfy condition (6.37) with k = n− 2h. Summing up, for any
set of coefficients {mij} satisfying condition (6.40) Lm is a well-defined observable on H
commuting with the hamiltonian and the square angular momentum:
[Hω, Lm] = 0, [L
2, Lm] = 0. (6.42)
For q = 1 and a suitable normalization it coincides with a particular component of the
angular momentum. When N = 3 Hω, L
2, Lm make up a complete set of commuting
observables, at least in a neighbourhood of q = 1, since this is the case when q = 1. In
a forthcoming paper [18] we will study the spectrum and eigenfunctions of the operators
Lm.
7. Positivity of the scalar product
In this section we prove the positivity of the scalar product ( , ); in this way the proof
that H is a pre-Hilbert space is finished. Then completion of H can be performed in the
standard way. The section is not essential for a conceptual understanding of the work and
may be skipped by the reader if he/she is not interested in computations.
Proposition 7.1: ∀q ∈ R+ the scalar product introduced in section 5 is positive definite:
(u, u) ≥ 0 (u, u) = 0 ⇔ u = 0, u ∈ H. (7.1)
Proof : The results of the preceding section imply that it is sufficient to prove positivity
inside each subspace Hn,n−2m. The most general |u >∈ Hn,k, k = n− 2m, 0 ≤ m ≤ n2 is
of the form
Dl1l2...lkψ
l1l2...lk
n,(k,S)
Π
ր
u Dl1...lk ∈ C
Π¯
ց
Dl1l2...lk ψ¯
l1l2...lk
n,(k,S)
(7.2)
(see (6.25)) where
ψl1l2...lk
n,(k,S) := (a
+
nCa
+
n−1)...(a
+
k+2Ca
+
k+1)ψ
l1l2...lk
k,S
ψ¯l1l2...lk
n,(k,S) := (a¯
+
nCa¯
+
n−1)...(a¯
+
k+2Ca¯
+
k+1)ψ¯
l1l2...lk
k,S (7.3)
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and
ψl1l2...lkk,S := P l1...lkk,S i1...ik ψ
i1...ik
k = tk(q)P l1...lkk,S i1...ik xi1 ...xikexpq2 [−
ωq−k−NxCx
µ
]
ψ¯l1l2...lkk,S := P l1...lkk,S i1...ik ψ¯
i1...ik
k = tk(q
−1)P l1...lkk,S i1...ik xi1 ...xikexpq−2 [−
ωqk+NxCx
µ¯
]. (7.4)
Here amCam+1 := a
i
mCija
j
m+1 and am+i, a
i
m are the creation/destruction operators in-
troduced in (5.2), (5.3). A glance at formula (5.36)b and an easy calculation show that the
coefficients tk(q) tk(q
−1) are positive ∀q ∈ R+. In the rest of this section a ∝ b will mean
a = σb, σ > 0. The square norm of u is given by
(u, u) = D∗p1...pkDl1...lk [< (ψ¯
p1...pk
n,(k,S))
∗ψl1...lk
n,(k,S) > + < (ψ
p1...pk
n,(k,S))
∗ψ¯l1...lk
n,(k,S) >]. (7.5)
We are going to show our claim by proving that each one of the conjugate terms in the
RHS of relation (7.5) is positive.
Lemma 7.2:
< (ψ¯p1...pk
n,(k,S))
∗ψl1...lk
n,(k,S) >,< (ψ
p1...pk
n,(k,S))
∗ψ¯l1...lk
n,(k,S) >∝
P l1...lkk,S i1...ik P
p1...pk
k,S j1...jk
Ch1j1 ...Chkjk · S
hk...h1i1...ik
S2k · ρk (7.6)
where
ρk :=< expq−2 [−
ωqk+NxCx
µ¯
](xCx)kexpq2 [−ωq
−k−NxCx
µ
] > . (7.7)
Proof of Lemma 7.2 : From the definition (7.3)a and formulae (5.21), (5.22),(5.36) it
follows
< (ψ¯p1...pk
n,(k,S))
∗ψl1...lk
n,(k,S) >∝< (ψ¯p1...pkk,S )∗f l1...lkk,S > (7.8)
where
f l1...lkk,S := (akCak+1)...(an−4Can−3)(an−2Can−1)ψ
l1l2...lk
n,(k,S) . (7.9)
Because of formula (5.19), only the component of f l1...lkk,S belonging to Ψk contributes to the
integral (7.8). Looking at formula (B.10), we can decompose the operator (an−2Can−1) in
the following way
(an−2Can−1) = αn−1,2(a+n+2Ca
+
n+1) + βn−1,2(anCan+1) + γn−1,2(a
+
nCan+1)+
+δn−1,2(an+2Ca+n+1), (7.10)
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which is appropriate to clearly display the result of its action on Ψn: we see that it
maps ψn,(k,S) into a combination of functions ψ
′
n+2, ψ
′
n, ψ
′
n−2 belonging respectively to
Ψn+2,Ψn,Ψn−2. Next, the operator (an−4Can−3) acts on ψ′n+2, ψ
′
n, ψ
′
n−2. For each of
these three functions we choose the appropriate decomposition of (an−4Can−3). Doing
the same job again and again, we end up with a combination of functions belonging to
Ψ2n−k,Ψ2n−2−k, ...Ψk. It is not difficult to realize that
PΨk(f l1...lkk,S ) =
m∏
h=1
βn−2h+1,2(ak+2Cak+3)...(anCan+1)ψ
l1l2...lk
n,(k,S) , (7.11)
where PΨk denotes the projector on Ψk. Since all coefficients βl,m are positive for q ∈ R+,
by picking the explicit definition (7.3)a of ψn,(k,S) we find
PΨk(f l1...lkk,S ) ∝ (ak+2Cak+3)...(anCan+1)(a+nCa+n−1)ψl1l2...lkn−2,(k,S). (7.12)
In the appendix B it is proved that
(anCan+1)(a
+
nCa
+
n−1)ψ
l1l2...lk
n−2,(k,S) ∝ ψl1l2...lkn−2,(k,S) (7.13)
(see formula (C.12), (C.23)); hence
PΨk(f l1...lkk,S ) ∝ (ak+2Cak+3)...(an−2Can−1)ψl1l2...lkn−2,(k,S) (7.14)
using m = n−k2 times the same kind of argument we conclude that
PΨk(f l1...lkk,S ) ∝ ψl1l2...lkk,S . (7.15)
From eq.’s (7.8), (5.19), (7.15), (7.4), (4.15) it follows that
< (ψ¯p1...pk
n,(k,S))
∗ψl1...lk
n,(k,S) >∝< (ψ¯p1...pkk,S )∗ψl1...lkk,S >∝
∝ P l1...lkk,S i1...ik P
p1...pk
k,S j1...jk
Ch1j1 ...Chkjk ·
< xhk ...xh1xi1 ...xikexpq2 [−ωq
−k−NxCx
µ
]expq−2 [−
ωqk+NxCx
µ¯
] >= RHS(7.6)
Similarly one can show the claim for < (ψp1...pk
n,(k,S))
∗ψ¯l1...lk
n,(k,S) >. ♦
Lemma 7.3:
D∗p1p2...pkP p1p2...pkk,S j1j2...jkDl1l2...lkP
l1l2...lk
k,S i1i2...ik
Ch1j1Ch2j2 ...ChkjkShk...h1i1...ik > 0. (7.16)
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Proof of Lemma 7.3 : First, using property (E.6),(E.5) of the symmetric projectors we
can rewrite LHS(7.16) in the following way:
[(⊗kC) ·D]Tj1...jkP jk...j1k,S hk...h1P
l1...lk
k,S i1...ik
Shk...h1i1...ikDl1l2...lk . (7.17)
In appendix E we prove the following relation:
P jk...j1k,S hk...h1P l1l2...lkk,S i1i2...ikShk...h1i1...ik =
= σk[Pk,S · (⊗kC)Pk,S]l1...lkj1...jk , σk > 0; (7.18)
a similar result could be proved in the barred case. Using property (E.6) (E.5) again, we
can rewrite the RHS of (7.17) as a sum of positive terms∑
m1,m2,...,mk
|[(⊗kC) · Pk,S ·D]m1m2...mk |2; (7.19)
this expression is always ≥ 0 and is zero if and only if Pk,S · D = 0 ⇔ u = 0 (in fact
(⊗kC) is a nondegenerate matrix) ♦.
Now we can complete the proof of Proposition 7.1: since ρk > 0 (see formula (B.24)),
S2k > 0, from the two preceding lemmata we immediately derive the thesis ♦.
Now we can introduce a norm ‖ ‖ in H by setting
‖u‖2 = (u, u). (7.20)
The completion [H] of H w.r.t. this norm can be performed in the standard way. It
induces completions [V ], [V¯ ] ⊂ Fun(RNq ) of V, V¯ . It would be interesting to investigate
if the latter can be characterized in an intrinsic way, e.g. by characterizing their (formal)
power expansion in xi’s. This is left as a possible subject for some future work.
8. Conclusions
We have shown that the quantum harmonic oscillator on RN with symmetry SO(N,R)
admits a q-deformation into the harmonic oscillator on the quantum space RNq with sym-
metry SOq(N,R), for any q ∈ R+.
In fact this q-deformed harmonic oscillator has a lower bounded energy spectrum;
generalizing the classical algebraic construction, the Hilbert space of physical states is
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built applying construction operators to the (unique) ground state. The scalar product
is strictly positive for any q ∈ R+. Observables are defined as hermitean operators, as
usual. In particular we have constructed the observables hamiltonian, square angular
momentum, angular momentum components, position operators, momentum operators.
As in the classical case, the first two and any angular momentum component commute
with each other; when N = 3 they make up a complete set of observables.
Both spectra of the hamiltonian and of the square angular momentum are discrete, and
the eigenvalues have the same degeneracy as in the non-deformed case. The q-deformed
eigenvalues are invariant under the replacement q → q−1 and can be obtained from the
classical ones essentially by the replacement n→ [n]q, where [n]q is the q-deformed integer
n given by [n]q :=
qn−q−n
q−q−1 . Energy levels are no more equidistant; their difference increases
with n.
Guiding ideas for the construction were SOq(N,R)-covariance and correspondence prin-
ciple in the classical limit q → 1. Essential tools were the two differential calculi on
RNq , the corresponding (and coinciding) two integrations on this quantum space and the
corresponding two representations of the Hilbert space into the space of functions on RNq .
A sort of quantized scaling property of the integral under dilatation of the integration vari-
ables and correspondingly a quantization of the dimensional constant ω (the characteristic
constant of the harmonic oscillator) has been singled out.
Appendix A
We prove formulae (4.9), (4.10) by induction. For n = 1 (4.9), (4.10) are true, since
∆xi1xi2 | = µ∂i1xi2 = µCi1i2 , ∆¯xi1xi2 | = µ¯∂¯i1xi2 = µ¯Ci1i2 . Now assume that they are
true for n = m− 1. Then
∆mxi1xi2 ...xi2m | = µ∆m−1∂i1xi2 ...xi2m |+ q2∆m−1xi1∆xi2 ...xi2m | =
= µ(1 + q2)∆m−1∂i1xi2 ...xi2m |+ q4∆m−2xi1∆2xi2 ...xi2m | =
= ..................=
= µmq2∆
m−1∂i1xi2 ...xi2m |+ q2mxi1∆mxi2 ...xi2m |. (A.1)
The second term in the last expression is zero, since the 2m derivatives contained in ∆m
act on (2m− 1) coordinates x; using the definition (4.2) of the tensor M2m, the induction
hypothesis and the definition (4.5) of S2m we are able to rewrite the first term as
µmq2M
i1i2...i2m
2m,j3...j2m
∆m−1xj3...j2m | = (µ)mmq2 !M i1i2...i2m2m,j3...j2m Sj3...j2m2(m−1) =
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= (µ)mmq2 !S
i1i2...i2m
2m , (A.2)
which shows that (4.9) is true also for n = m. In a similar way one proves (4.10).
Appendix B
In this appendix we first show how to evaluate integrals of the type
< (xCx)mexpq−2 [−
ωqN+kxCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−
ωq−N−kxCx
µ
] > (B.1)
taking f0 := expq−2 [−ωq
NxCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
−NxCx
µ
] as reference function. The outcoming
results, together with formulae (4.15),(4.16), will allow the determination of all integrals
involved in the scalar products of vectors of H. Second, we give some results concerning
the action of creation/destruction operators on functions ψ ∈ V .
We start from
< (xCx)mexpq−2 [−
ωqk+N−2xCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
−k−NxCx
µ
] >=
= qN+2m < (xCx)mexpq−2 [−
ωqk+NxCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
2−k−NxCx
µ
] > (B.2)
which is a direct consequence of the scaling property (4.23) of the integrals. Using the q-
derivative properties (2.30) of the exponentials to expand the functions expq−2 [−ωq
N−2+kxCx
µ¯
],
expq2 [−ωq
2−N−kxCx
µ
] we find
< (xCx)m+1expq−2 [−
ωqk+NxCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
−k−NxCx
µ
] >= (
q1−
N
2 + q
N
2
−1
ω
)·
·[N
2
+m]q
[m− k]q
[2(m− k)]q < (xCx)
mexpq−2 [−
ωqk+NxCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
2−k−NxCx
µ
] >, (B.3)
i.e.
< (xCx)mexpq−2 [−
ωqk+NxCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
−k−NxCx
µ
] >=
= (
q1−
N
2 + q
N
2
−1
ω
)m[
N
2
+m− 1]q[N
2
+m− 2]q...[N
2
]q
[m− k]q!
[2(m− k)]q!! ·
< expq−2 [−
ωqk+NxCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
−k−NxCx
µ
] > . (B.4)
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Now consider the integral < f0 >. If k = 2l, upon use of of the q-derivative properties
(2.30) one finds
< f0 >=< expq−2 [−
ωq2l+NxCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
−2l−NxCx
µ
]·
·[
l−1∏
h=0
(1− q2(h−l)−Nω q
2 − 1
µ
xCx)][
l−1∏
h=0
(1− q2(l−h)+Nω q
−2 − 1
µ¯
xCx)] > . (B.5)
Expanding the products contained in the square brackets and using formula (B.4) to
evaluate all the integrals one finds
< f0 >= zk < expq−2 [−
ωqk+NxCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
−k−NxCx
µ
] > (B.6)
with a suitable constant zk. If k is even, this formula, together with (B.4), allows to
evaluate any integral (B.1) in terms of < f0 > (which is taken as the normalization factor
of the integral). If k is odd, by repeating the previous steps we obtain
< f ′0 >= z
′
k < expq−2 [−
ωqk+NxCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
−k−NxCx
µ
] >, (B.7)
where f ′0 := expq−2 [−ωq
N+1xCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
−N−1xCx
µ
]. Following the line suggested at the
end of sect. 4, it is possible to find the constant φ(q) such that
< expq−2 [−
ωq1+NxCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
−1−NxCx
µ
] >=
and
φ(q) < expq−2 [−
ωqNxCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
−NxCx
µ
] > (B.8)
and to show that it is positive ∀q ∈ R+. We don’t perform here this computation, but
just notice that by continuity the positivity of φ must hold at least in a neighbourhood
of q = 1, since φ(1) = 1. In this way all the integrals (B.1) are evaluated in terms
of the normalization constant < f0 >. Note that from the definition (B.8) it follows
φ(q−1) = φ(q).
**********
From the definition (5.2), (5.3) of the creation/destruction operators it immediately
follows
ain
dn(q)
=
qn+N + q2−n−m
qn+N+m + q2−n−m
ain+m
dn+m(q)
+
qn+N+m − qn+N
qn+N+m + q2−n−m
a+in+m
bn+m(q)
m ∈ Z, (B.9)
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whence
an−1Can := ain−1Cija
j
n = αn,m(q)(a
+
n+m+1Ca
+
n+m) + βn,m(q)(an+m−1Can+m)+
+γn,m(q)(a
+
n+m−1Can+m) + δn,m(q)(an+m+1Ca
+
n+m), (B.10)
where βn,m(q) is positive ∀q ∈ R+.
**********
We know that
(anCan+1)(a
+
nCa
+
n−1)ψ
l1...lk
n−2,(k,S) = vn−2,kψ
l1...lk
n−2,(k,S) (B.11)
(the function ψn−2,(k,S) (k = n− 2m) was defined in (7.3)), since both sides are eigentun-
tions of hω, Gq4L2 with the same eigenvalues and have the same transformation properties
under the coaction of the quantum group SOq(N,R). We now show that the constant
vn−2,k is positive ∀q ∈ R+. In the sequel by a ∝ b we will mean a = σb with σ > 0. Note
that ψl1...lk
n−2,(k,S) can be written in the form
ψl1...lk
n−2,(k,S) = [c(xCx)
m−1 + ...]expq2[−q
−n−N+2ωxCx
µ
]P l1...lkk,S i1...ikxi1 ...xik , (B.12)
where (as in the sequel) the dots in the square bracket denote lower degree powers of (xCx).
The strategy will be to find out vn−2,k by only looking at the term of highest degree in xCx
at each step of the derivation. From the definition (5.2),(5.3) of the creation/destruction
operators and the definition (4.18) of the B operator we get
(anCan+1)(a
+
nCa
+
n−1) = q
−3[xCx+
q2(n+1+N)
ω2
∆+
qn+2Nµ2
ω(q2 − 1)B + const.]·
[xCx+
q10−2n
ω2
∆− q
2−n+Nµ2
ω(q2 − 1) B + const.]G
4
qdn(q)dn+1(q)bn(q)bn−1(q) (B.13)
The ∆’s in the first and second square bracket have to act respectively on functions
belonging to Gq2Ψn and to Gq4Ψn−2, therefore they can be respectively replaced by
(q−N−4ω2xCx− q−N−2En) and (q−N−8ω2xCx− q−N−4En−2). Hence
(anCan+1)(a
+
nCa
+
n−1) ∝ E · F, (B.14)
where
E := [xCx(1 + qN+2(n−1)) +
qn+2Nµ2
ω(q2 − 1)B + const.]
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F := [xCx(1 + q2(1−n)−N )− q
2−n+Nµ2
ω(q2 − 1) B + const.]G
4
q. (B.15)
From formulae (6.19) and (6.21)a one easily derives the identity
BP l1...lkk,S i1...ikxi1 ...xik | =
q2k + q2−N
µ
P l1...lkk,S i1...ikxi1 ...xik (B.16)
Using the fundamental property (4.19) of B, formulae (B.12) and (B.16) we find
Fψl1...lk
n−2,(k,S) = [c(xCx)
mq4−4m(1 + q2(1−n)−N )expq2 [−q
−n−N−2ωxCx
µ
]+
−cµq
4−n−2m+N (q2k + q2−N )
ω(q2 − 1) (xCx)
m−1expq2 [−q
−n−NωxCx
µ
] + ...]·
P l1...lkk,S i1...ikxi1 ...xik ; (B.17)
applying the q-derivative property (2.30) to the exponential expq2 [− q
−n−NωxCx
µ
] we find
Fψl1...lk
n−2,(k,S) ∝ [c(xCx)m + ...]expq2[−
q−n−N−2ωxCx
µ
]P l1...lkk,S i1...ikxi1 ...xik . (B.18)
After similar steps one can see that the result of the action of E on ψn−2,(k,S) is
E · Fψl1...lk
n−2,(k,S) ∝ e[c(xCx)m+1 + ...]expq2[−
q−n−N−2ωxCx
µ
]P l1...lkk,S i1...ikxi1 ...xik (B.19)
where
e := (1− q2m)(1− q2(n−m−1)+N ). (B.20)
Using again the q-derivative property (2.30), we increase by 4 the degree of the q-power
in the exponent and we lower by 2 the degree of the polynomial in (xCx) contained in the
square bracket, with the result that eq. (B.11) holds with vn−2,k given by
vn−2,k ∝ e( −µ
ω(q2 − 1)q−n−N−2 )(
−µ
ω(q2 − 1)q−n−N ). (B.21)
We see that vn−2,k > 0 ∀q ∈ R+.
***********
Using the explicit definition of the creation/destruction operators and the Schroedinger
equation for ψn ∈ Ψn it is straightforward to show that
a+nCan+1ψn = σBGq2ψn an+2Ca
+
n+1ψn = σ
′BGq2ψn, σ, σ
′ > 0; (B.22)
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if ψn is the scalar eigenfunction of level n = 2m, then BGq2 acts as the identity operator
and therefore
a+nCan+1ψn = σψn an+2Ca
+
n+1ψn = σ
′ψn, σ, σ′ > 0. (B.23)
***********
We show that
< expq−2 [−
ωqk+NxCx
µ¯
](xCx)kexpq2 [−ωq
−k−NxCx
µ
] > > 0 ∀q ∈ R+ (B.24)
First we consider the case k = 2h. Using the scaling property (4.21) of the integral we find
LHS(B.24) = q−k(k+1) < ψ¯0(xCxGq2)
kψ0 > . (B.25)
Looking back at formulae (5.33)a, (5.42) it is easy to prove that (xCx)Gq2 can be decom-
posed in the following way
(xCx)Gq2 =
q + q−1
ω(1 + q−2−N )
[(anCan+1)+(a
+
nCan+1)+(an+2Ca
+
n+1)+(a
+
n+2Ca
+
n+1)]∀n ≥ 0.
(B.26)
Only the component PΨ0((xCxGq2)kψ0) belonging to Ψ0 of the function (xCxGq2)kψ0
gives a nonvanishing contribution to the integral (B.25), because of property (5.19). Using
the decomposition (B.26) with n = 0, 2, ..., 2(k−1), properties (B.11),(B.21),(B.23) we see
that
PΨ0((xCxGq2)kψ0) = τkψ0, (B.27)
where τk is given by a sum of positive constants (∀q ∈ R+). This proves (B.24) in the case
k = 2l.
If k = 2l + 1 an analogous reduction shows that
< expq−2 [−
ωqk+NxCx
µ¯
](xCx)kexpq2 [−ωq
−k−NxCx
µ
] >=
= τ ′k < expq−2 [−
ωq1+NxCx
µ¯
](xCx)expq2[−ωq
−1−NxCx
µ
] >, (B.28)
where τ ′k > 0 ∀q ∈ R+. formulae (B.3), (B.8) imply
< expq−2 [−
ωq1+NxCx
µ¯
](xCx)expq2 [−
ωq−1−NxCx
µ
] >=
=
q
2−N
2 + q
N−2
2
ω
[
N
2
]q
1
[2]q
φ(q) < expq−2 [−
ωqNxCx
µ¯
]expq2 [−ωq
−NxCx
µ
] > . (B.29)
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Since φ(q) is positive ∀q ∈ R+, (B.24) is proved for any k.
Appendix C
In this appendix we show that any scalar polynomial I(x, ∂) (resp. I(x, ∂¯)) in xi, ∂j
(resp. xi, ∂¯j) can be expressed as a polynomial in the (ordered) variables xCx,∆ (resp.
xCx, ∆¯) alone. We limit ourselves to the unbarred case; the proof for the barred case is a
word by word repetition of the proof of the former, after obvious replacements.
To be a scalar I must be a polynomial in scalar variables of the type
I˜2n(εi, ε
′
j) = (ηε1)
i1(ηε2)
i2 ...(ηεn)
in(ηε′n)in ...(ηε′2)i2ηε′1,i1 , (C.1)
where εi, ε
′
j = +,−, η+ := x and η− := ∂. From here we see that I can only contain terms
of even degree in ηiε; we denote by I2m a scalar polynomial of degree 2m and containing
only even powers of ηiε. The only four independent I2 are 1, xCx,∆, x
i∂i, and they all can
be expressed as polynomials in xCx,∆ because of formula (2.32).
Our claim amounts to showing that for any I2m (m ≥ 0) there exist an ordered polynomial
PI(xCx,∆) in xCx,∆ such that
I2m = PI(xCx,∆) (C.2)
The claim is obviously true for m = 0. The general proof is by induction: assume that it
is true for m = k. Since any I2(k+1) can be written as a polynomial in I˜2n variables with
n ≤ k + 1, it is sufficient to prove the claim for a I˜2(k+1) whatsoever. By the induction
hypothesis and the very definition (C.1) of the I˜ variables I˜2(k+1) can be written in the
form
I˜2(k+1) = (ηε)
iP˜ (xCx,∆)(ηε′)i (C.3)
with some polynomial P˜ . Decomposing the latter in a sum of monomials and using for-
mulae
∂i(xCx) = µxi + q2(xCx)∂i xi∆ = q−2∆xi − µq−2∂i (C.4)
to move the ηi’s step by step through all the factors xCx,∆ as far as the extreme right we
will be able to write the RHS of (C.3) as a combination of terms of the type P˜ ′(xCx,∆) ·
(ηε′′)
i(ηε′)i; but (ηε′′)
i(ηε′)i is a polynomial of the type I2 for which the claim (C.2) holds,
hence it holds also for I˜2(k+1) and the statement (C.2) is completely proved.
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Appendix D
In this appendix we list a few properties of the projectors PSk defined in formula (6.8).
In a forthcoming paper we will show that
Pk,S = pik(Rˆi,i+1,P1i,i+1), i = 1, 2, ..., k− 1 (D.1)
PTk,S = Pk,S (D.2)
where pik is a polynomial in Rˆi,i+1,P1i,i+1 such that
pik(Rˆk−i,k−i+1,P1k−i,k−i+1) = pik(Rˆi,i+1,P1i,i+1). (D.3)
Let us denote by Pk the permutator on ⊗kCN defined by
Pk(v1 ⊗ v2 ⊗ ...⊗ vk) = vk ⊗ ...⊗ v2 ⊗ v1, vi ∈ CN; (D.4)
Using the relation (2.8) it is easy to check that
Pk · (⊗kC)Rˆi,i+1 = Rˆk−i,k+1−iPk · (⊗kC) Pk · (⊗kC)P1i,i+1 = P1k−i,k+1−iPk · (⊗kC)
(D.5)
Relations (D.3), (D.5) imply
[Pk · (⊗kC),Pk,S] = 0 (D.6)
Here we give, as an example, the explicit form of P3,S in terms of Rˆi,i+1, (P1)i,i+1:
P3,S = 1
3q2 !
{1+ q(Rˆ12 + Rˆ23) + q2(Rˆ12Rˆ23 + Rˆ23Rˆ12) + q3Rˆ12Rˆ23Rˆ12+
− (q
N − 1)µ
2(qN+2 − 1) [(2q
2 + 1− q4)((P1)12 + (P1)23) + 2q4QN ((P1)12(P1)23 + (P1)23(P1)12)
q2(q + q−1)(Rˆ12(P1)23 + (P1)23Rˆ12 + Rˆ23(P1)12 + (P1)12Rˆ23)+
+(Rˆ12(P1)23Rˆ12 + Rˆ23(P1)12Rˆ23)]}. (D.7)
Appendix E
We give a brief proof of relation (7.18). From relation (4.9) we infer that
P jk...j1k,S hk...h1P
l1l2...lk
k,S i1i2...ik
Shk...h1i1...ik =
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= σ′kP jk...j1k,S hk...h1P
l1...lk
k,S i1...ik
∆kxhk ...xh1xi1 ...xik |, σ′k > 0. (E.1)
Using relations (6.18),(6.19),(6.20) we can rewrite the RHS in the following way:
σ′kP jk...j1k,S hk...h1P
l1...lk
k,S i1...ik
∆k−1(µ∂hk + q2xhk∆)xhk−1 ...xh1xi1 ...xik | =
= σ′kP jk...j1k,S hk...h1P
l1...lk
k,S i1...ik
∆k−1[µkq2xhk ...xh2∂h1xi1 ...xik |+
q2kxhk ...xh1∆xi1 ...xik |]. (E.2)
The second term in the square brackets will yield a vanishing contribution. In fact, the
operator ∆k−1 can transform at most (k−1) of the k xhi into ∂hi , and the remaining xhi ’s
can be moved to the left of all derivatives using property (6.18); such an expression is zero,
since it contains a number l > k of derivatives acting on xi1 ...xik (i.e. on their left). Using
k times the same kind of argument we end up with
P jk...j1k,S hk...h1P
l1l2...lk
k,S i1i2...ik
Shk...h1i1...ik =
σ′′kP jk...j1k,S hk...h1P
l1...lk
k,S i1...ik
[∂hk ...∂h2∂h1xi1 ...xik |, σ′′k > 0. (E.3)
Now let us perform the remaining derivations in the RHS of (E.3). Using relation (2.5) it
becomes
σ′′kP jk...j1k,S hk...h1P
l1...lk
k,S i1...ik
[∂hk ...∂h2(Ch1i1xi2 ...xik + qCh1qRˆi1i2qp x
pxi3 ...xik + ...)|, (E.4)
and using relations (6.9) it can be written in the form
σ′′kP jk...j1k,S hk...h1P
l1...lk
k,S i1...ik
[∂hk ...∂h2kq2C
h1i1xi2 ...xik | =
= ............ =
= σkP jk...j1k,S hk...h1P
l1...lk
k,S i1...ik
Ch1i1Ch2i2 ...Chkik =
= σk[Pk,S(⊗kC)Pk,S ]jk...j1l1...lk , σk > 0 (E.5)
where for the last equality we have used properties (D.2),(D.6). Relation (7.18) is thus
proved.
Notes
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(1) To do this job one has to manage q-series. We hope to report useful results in this
direction elesewhere [17].
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